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THE LATEST THING IN SCARECROWS

WEATHER IDEAL BUT ELECTIONS
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flUIETJLAH

WITH TENSION NOW RELAXED

LEFT

FINANCIAL

From Body's Nine $5,000,000 In Gold Arrived In
Wounds Extinguished Fuse
Mew York Today and Much
More Is Enroute
in Time to Avert an
Explosion.
From Europe.
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Rmoii Candidates for Governor.
Huston. Mas?., Nov. 6. Voting for
Btate and county officers and mem-

bers of the legislature began with
the state
had a
The voters
this morning.
choice of seven candidates for govseeking
is
Gould
ernor.
Governor
on the republican ticket
and Charles V. Harlett is tha antimerger Candida'. Henry M. Whiting
1
the Jffiucrr. .kMndtiac.ndnt, citizen

fair weather throughout

Reform Fitjht In Philadelphia.
Philadelphia. Pa., Nov. S. Clear
weather favored the voter today.
form element U making a
Th.
flsil'.t 1" defeat the ivii million doll.ir
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in which in to Li- te,c
shown i n in t! C L'OIltfS!
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OF HIS OWH GANG

attends todavs' contest for state and
city officials. The weather is fair
and cool.
j
s
Heavy Voio in Nebraska,
6. Clear,
(Unooln.
Neb., Nov.
prevailed throughout
cool weather
reported
Is
that
the state today. It
the farmers have Fhown an Interest
in the election and a fairly heavy
vote Is anticipated.
1 Attn I Option in Delowaro.
Wilmington, Del., Nov. 6. Voting
on local option in this state began
In a manner which promises that a
great majority vote will be polled by
noon. The weather is clear.
Maryland Voting Heavily.
Baltimore, Md., Nov. 6. Indications point to a heavy vote here today at the election of state officers
of the legislature,
and members
which will elect one United States
senator later.
Var in Now Jersey.
Trenton, N. J., Nov. ft. Reports
from the state show that the vote
for governor will be fairly heavy.
The weather Is fair.
Prefliilcnt Vote.
Oyster Bay. Nov. 5. President
Roosevelt arrived at 10 o'clock and
immediately voted.
Vottvl Early lit Rhode I slim d.
Providence. R. I., Nov. 5. Tha
weather is clear and the early vote
was unusually large today. There is
great Interest In the election ns the
next lxlsluture votes for a United
States senator. The content for governor is between the present incumbent, James II. IIlKgin, . democrat:
H.
and Lieut. Governor Frederick
Jackon, repuolican.
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Nov. 5.
I.yii.K um .nisi iou. In the road-- :
'iind
h.'iir
way with
her 1. 'tiling dripping wet, Mi Hilary
isoeiety
In
l''e
Kantii
popular
Morrison,
and a dauiiter of Judgo A. Ij. Morrison for a number of yoaia tin;Now
reveiiuo collector for
MfVi'.M nnd Arizona, was found by
two native, workmen cnrly this morn-'::- ;.
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a e.ilthy eonimis iion
AligeU'.', Col., w ;. k'ili .1
ar early to.l.iy at tin: lionn ol
;ii"r. Kd'.Viird, 41'. .South Wai- -

The burglar 'leaped. ,
A!Mw ny evldeti'iy
the bur- g5ar t r. '.ering the houte. as ha rose
from i. Is bed In ii'.t wpp'.-- room .mil
ma ! h way to th" !irt 15 or. where
tieii'l 'li ier was cxainli.'ng somo
As he entered
vain b. - ...iverwaie.
th" ro oo tin- hurnlar .iroi'i'ed the
ni'.er !iml tiredv. tlireo shots at AH- hioh
entered
aw ay, all of
vital
po;s. and lie died Instantly.
The
prostrate
over
h's
escaped
buritlar
bode.
The family was awakened by the
i
of tho fulling silver and the
ehou but their .llorts to revive Allan ay prjved that ho was dead.
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Harding of this city, from pros'-ruliIn the state courts, a suit recently started by Harding asking for
nppolnnient
the
of a receiver for the
t rn I'roducU coinupany.
Hardin asked for t tie receiver on
the uround that the Corn lro.!o M
compaiiy, of vi hieri tie Is stoi'iitiooter,
i
is controlled by the S'.in lard
company to ihe detriment of the
concern.
smaller

Cal., Nov. 6. Judge
in the United States
district court today postponed the
passage of sentence upon the Atchison, Topeka and tanta Fe company
for rehatlng. until Thursday, .November 7th. The delay was ordered after Solicitor Camp, for the railway
company, made an earnest plea for
leniency in the amount of the
Los Angeles,
Olin Wellborn
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LOST HIS LIFE
FOUL

AIR

Central City, Colo., Nov. 6. Gus
Peterson, foreman of the Golden Sun
Mining and Milling company, io.-- l
his life by being overcome by foul air
while at work in the main tunnel of
the property on Kouth Boulder creelt
IS miles north of here this afternoon. Peterson was about 85 years
oid and leaves a widow and infant
child. Coroner Asquitth will Investigate the accident.
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.and
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to
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not
He must then, under hl.s
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ee his task througn i Mil it
over
and wlr ;d r. datives who mill
AT IMtlVI K S HOME.
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Inr ono prescribed be bis uw n broth- the
bC'.' llli.ll
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of
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if
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li. l'uii'o i"n, known all over
.i..m
W ly with
iiU mail bo rl.sks his own
Oil y :is ".hi. lip " I'ulh ' ton, Is
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ot
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I'r 'tilers'
dead
at
l'ri)balilv ISalkeil at Mulder.
i: a r i rouble.
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i)ii this theory It is assumed that
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Jud:4- Fullurton
liriinahli was chosen to hurl th'i
widely known men in the juris-th- e
bomb found on ban at sumu man ill, t.oi
KILLED III
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Intfrnatiotr.il Typo- marked for death that at the la.'t graphical union. I'util he came to
hi-failing
bo
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s
moment
heart
J'riutors' home a few months ago
wandered out of tha lonely lot, where the
he had been for the last 20 years
purpose
of
found,
UnlYael
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the
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for
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X.
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I'.'ssav,
Chicago Tr'bune.
employed on
Antoinete, hilling the bomb a ml was tiioru set At oti time hethewas president of tha
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weie murdered at Garlleld, N J., h laid upon and slain by lii.i comrades.
Chicago
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The other theory is that Ciiinaldl nickname was required from the fact
u II; lit.
Karly today u ncifc; hor
Ite in In-- lit, the po-l- b that he studied law and practiced for
found the woman s body on the walk was b.i biter b:t.
In ','e, Il v
d.'cov d Ills ni in
e
in front of the grocery store which
before
time in Pennsylvania
ra.. coii
owned. In t Me kitchen, to the vacant lot, ami the man might sonid
becoming a printer. He was ul vears
body
hands
betrayed
store,
Kuffaiio's
into
him
there
have
bark of the
old.
Itotli that put an end to him.
was foil! d lyi ig on tho tloor.
Li lill.er cuse whoever killed tho
oi evil I'tlV been shot :i the lie id.
killed
evidently
been
young Sicilian were not men to hesl-t.t- o SEVEN Ml I DA HV
llf ino had
"MISSED SHOT."
It is clear that
nt ghastly work
Mantlv. but a trail of blood show-wif- e
specUl
Portland. Ore.. Xov. i..
they
had crawled having effectually .slain him
l.'s
ed thai
l.ylo,
Wash., says seven
,to to the walk. There then attempted t' destroy his body from
t hr. u nh th
m'U
iday
biiivvn
to
at a
pieces
were
Th
o clew t
the murderer.
with his own bomb. From this fact
and windows a tho back n the polieo believe he was the victim construction camp on the Portland &
dooi
Seattle Railway near L !. The dead
tlie hou.-- e wire locked, and the front of his own Intended victim.
lire: Hjur Ilrcisen, Christ Peterson
door of the more was open.
and five Hindus.
th.North
All were laborers on
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"Our credits are In a bad way
abroad. Tho people of Ktirupo liv
lecpived an awful scire and are still
mrviniM uml afraid of our securities,
but their view Is nil wrong.
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Chleoipi, Xov. 5. Jiioge Kohl-ai- t
in the L'nited States court today
(leo.
an injunction restraining

THROUGH

New York, Nov. 5. There was A
marked relaxation
of tension in
banking quarters today as the elecholiday in the Board of Ex
tion
change and banks gave Wall street
an outward appearance of Sunday.
Most of the financial
leaders rein alned at home or at their clubs.
The directors of the Trust Company
of America are holding a special
meeting with a view of going over
the situation fully and determining
their future' course.
The first tangible results from the
gold engagements
recent
abroad
came today with the arrival of tha
steamer
Kron Prlnessen Cecillia
having $8,000,000 gold aboard. Thla
Is one of the largert gold consignments ever received and It is counted on to exert tw salutory Influence
on conditions.
Motley Four In.
Yesterday currency of all denompoured
inations
ot
Into the offices
reveroi brokerage houses on Wall
(street, owing to an offer made of 814
and 2 V4 per cent premium, for ready
money. The money came principally
from me eaut side ana men, women
and children brought In amounts
varying from one dollar to five or six
thousand dollars. Tills money they
exchanged for certified chicks with
added,
the premium
and th'e,
;iiciV:" i for- - :p'?r.!t'..J Jf J.4)'.'-- ' ' l
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.a'y-i- .t
It was known that
on M'pt. J S and lie has been,
a UJ'ie
in the work of analyzing it very ill with lorvus prostration but;
Too report of tho coin- - It wu thought she was improving.
,'T s!
.staled today that she,
littee has been forwarded to the. Her
'e.iern! court and w.U be made, pub- had M.irt'ereil ;i ii' ivoua relapse which
had undoubtedly affected her mind
lic tomoi row.
-,
temporarily and that it would be'
l'erkin's life was injured for J'jUO,pronecessary to place her in charge- of
Ooil, and some of the companies
policies
nurse again. Ml.ss Morrison was
payment
a
of
their
tested the
,
one nf the mo-- t popular among the
on the ground that l'crkins commit-led suable.
social .set of the ,apital city.
At the hearing In the federal court
She had always been a leader in
evidence waj Introduce J to prove iveiv movement for the betterment
mor- - of the cltv and was a member of
that l'erkins had purchased
pl.ino the day of his death.
It wasi!,t. woman' board of trado whln'k Is
a I. o shown that ho had correspond- - luniding a new library here. Hhe was
e.l w ith members of the faculty of ;,is,( prominent In church and chari- Ann Arbor to discover the effect of,ta)ie work.
certain polsops on tho human sysA nilllil'iil Daughter.
tenl.
She had devoted her life to car-- j
ing for her aged father, Judge A. I
uocKr.i'Ki.i.r.irs iom-:Morrison, and bu r close conllnement
coli.iu.i: '' at home, probably aided in breakingIs
liitiuv
ittu
Sprlngfield. Mo., Nov. '3. J. If her health. JuiK'e Morrison, who
George, president of Drury college advanced in years. Is prostrated with
waa notified today that Drury col- Igilef. .Since his daughter's illness he
lege Is to receive 150,000 from the had been at her bed.side constantly
board
of New and had done everything In his powfederal education
York.
The money is part of that er to procure her recovery.
given by John D. Rockefeller to be
Miss Morrison's brother and famwith her from
distributed among various colleges. ily who returned
California to Santa Ke recently went
homo, believing that Miss Morrison
KILLED
They
was on the road to recovery.
were notified of her condition by
wire and are expected to return.
BENEATH AN ENGINE
Many poople visited the hospital
today hut only a few close friends
were permitted to see the patient.
d
Hutchison, Kan., Nov. S. -- An
Improvement of Army.
Hock island freight was deHeme, Nov. . The question Of
railed at the Santa Ke crossing this
today
was submitted
army
reform
Ralph
Pratt,
of
Sam
afternoon.
people,
fireman, was caught and killed un- to a Plebiscite of the SwissImprovelaw providing for
der the engine as it turned over on nnd
ment In the army was adopted.
it aide.
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X. M., Nov. 5.
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Henry Hln- Ciiknn'1.
more. Mh"ithand reporter, lawyer and
auttior. oiea ye.sieniay, age if. as
seeretaiy for .Stephen A. Douglass,
he reported the famous debate with
in
In 1S0 and 1861
he uas oit'uial reporter of the house
resigning to enter
representatives,
of
the I'niou army In whteh he rose to
toe riink of adjutant general.
T.I.,

New York. Nov. 5. vA.
policeman bound for th(i Hamburg
avenue station in Williamsburg early
yesterday morning stumbled on tha
body of a man in a vacant lot on
Xoll street, between Centre and
He turned it
Evergreen ayenues.
over and found that blood was flowing from nine stab wounds. On the
off chance that there might be a little life left, he turned in an ambulance call, but when Dr. Slaughter,
ot the German hospital, arrived he
declared that the man waa stone
dead. The body, however, was still
warm, and the doctor said that there
had been life, in it less than an hour
before.
About the first thing: that came to
light after the body had been taken
to the Hamburg avenue station was
an Iron bomb with a fuse four feet
long attached to it. The bomb had
buttoned
under the
been securely
man's waistcoat and the fuse had
(lowing
blood,
lighted,
from
but
been
wounds in tho man'a back and chest,
had trickled down over tho fuse and
put It out.
The police lost no time in Immers
ing the. bomb In a bucket of water
and then continued their examination. They found a revolver fully
loaded In a pocket, a stiletto at the
end of a lanyard running from the
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Fair Tonight

IN COAT

Claims of Victory arc Made.by Nearly Everybody. Especially
Contests-Refo- rm
In San Francisco and Cleveland Mayoralty
Fight In Philadelphia Attracts Considerable In
terest. and Kentucky Is Wrought Up Over Her GuberNew Jersey Nebraska and
natorial Contest-Maryl- and.
Massachusetts are Voting Heavily but New York Is Not
Paying Much Attention to Fight.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 5.
from various states, municipal
and county elections in progress in
thirteen states today indicate Interest In local rather than national
question?.
Fair weather prevails
except In parts of the lake region,
As
New York and New England. cenaffecting congress the interest
ters In Kentucky and Maryland
where the republicans are making
strenuous efforts to displace the
present democratic senators.
At Cleveland.
Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 6. Interest
Is intense In the mayoralty contest
A large
In this city Is manifested.
at
number of voters were In line the
many of the polling places when
polls opened.
Quiet In New York.
New York, Nov. 5. The quietest
election In years is proceeding In
Greater New York today, following
a spiritless campaign. Only state assemblymen, county officers and some
judges are to be chosen. Interest
centers in the fight for the office of
sheriff of New York county. Thomas
candidate.
Foley Is the democratic
The Independance league and the
republicans are combined In the
support
of Maximilian F. Isman,
campaign manager for William It.
Hearst fur several years.
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that one
the unfortunates drove his pick
into a mlsi.e,l hole of a mine that
hail b"en planted there last summer
by another const uction gang.

fliank road. It

TO OFFER BILL FOR
INDIAN

LAND

pre-utno-

of

SALE

Washington, I. C, Nov. 5. llepre
sentatlve McGuIre of Oklahoma ays
that one of his first acts as a repbe
rcjirntatlve of the new state will
to Introduce a bill and urge its passage, permitting the Indians to sell
the lands owned by them within the
new iitate borders.
"The cry tor legislation will be fully realized when
it is understood
the territory of the
that one-hacomprises
new .state of Oklahoma
land which have been granted in
by
past
United
Ktates to
the
times
the Indiana," eald Mr. McQulre. "Immigrants are Mowing Into tha new
state all the time, and Its prosperity
will be enhanced,' if these millions of
acres can be thrown open to the
lf

is

SHOT AT NATIVES
Ash Fork, Ariz., Nov. 5. At one
o'clock yesterday an unknown native
was shot and killed by John White,
an Ash Fork negro, who took a pot
shot at a party of natives whom ho
believed were annoying him. He yelled that he intended to kill them all
but was disarmed ufter the first shot.
He had a quarrel with a native and
thought the man was in the crowd
at lilch he shot.

MARTINEZ RESIGNS FROM
A 1 .11 t'OM MISSION.
5.
Nov.
Fe.
(S4aJ.)
Santa
today tendMartinez
Malaiiui.is
ered bi.s resignation to George Curry, governor of New Mexico, as member of the water commission of New
Governor Curry accepted
Mexico.
the resignation and appointed
Jaramlllo as a member Of
the commission.
1

Vln-censl- ao

ARMORED CRl ISERS
HIS SKIXTj niAOTVKED
ROI ND EOlt PACIFIC.
WHILE PliWIM. IXMXTHAI.I..
Kin Janerlo, Brazil. Xo. i. Tha
Omahu, Neb., Nov. 5. Jay Shef-tacruiser
Slates
armored
playing the p.ltlon ot left United
tackle on the Diets Athletic club Washington(lagand Tennessee, the latter
flying
Sebree,
ar
game
today
Admiral
of
the
during
a
team,
football
with a team from Missouri Valley, rived here ysterday from the Port
for the Pacific
Iowa, had his skull fractured and is1 of Spain, bound
oast
in a critical condition.
k.
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Take

Futrelfe Furniture Co.

Everything to furnish the
Rev. W. W. Havens Is in Santa Fe
on business.
OlHtlTY I VTOlOfl tr.jfj house.
l
Iff
Just received a large
J. I). Reardon Is a visitor from
Thoreau In the city.
assortment
of linoleums and
suiting in an accident, in which one
C. O. Terry, of this city, leaves toof his legs was broken In three dif night
door oil cloth. Wool fringed
Kl
Paso.
for
ferent places and that he received
rugs from 25c and up. English
Madrid. Santa Crus farmer,
other injuries which now 'promise to Is Canuto
In Santa Fe on business.
permanently incapacitate him.
ana
cnina cups ana saucers
Gomez,
Manzano,
Torrance
Vof
Fells
of
Railroad county, was In ttanta Fe today.
The
Brotherhood
7,5
.plates
dinner
give
a
cents
will
a
San
set.
Trainmen at
Marclal
F. B. Hodgen, of Enid, .is transball on Christmas eve at the opera acting
Albuquerque.
business
in
li
10c
Brass
P
custaln
rods
V
Jfitl I
anil tin.
house there and a supper will also
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Teasdale,
beserved under the auspices of the
up.
Window
shades,
25c
and
Ladles' Auxiliary of the order. It Is of tt. Louis, are in anta Fe visiting
Does human health depend on one my medicine Is selling at such a trea numner or years since tne train friends.
mens
I have convinced many
jus
rate.
organ
becomis
ouestlon
This
alone?
men of this division have given a
McMurray and F.
It. A.
J.
thousands of people that these things
ball and preparations are being Schroeder are two Fort Collins vlsit- - ing widely discussed since L. T. are so, and the number
is growing
Cash or Payments
made that give &urance that the rs In the city.
Cooper first discovered ills theory by leaps and bounds."
festivity will be a social event In
twpHrsni.
Among
more
tne
true seat oi
recent converts to
C. M. Surfus, of Fanta Fe, Is in that the stomach is
San Marclul.
In shipping life and all health dependent upon it. Mr. Cooper's belief Is Mr. Edgar L.
he city. He Is
re
8 Tappan street,
met
living
Cooper,
with
who
Mr.
has
Hind,
at
to
eastern
ndlan
relics
collectors.
Superintendent
Frank Myers, of
Mr. Hinds ihas this
A. II. Case, Interested in' mining In markable success in the sale of his Everett. Mass.
division,
arrived
Ulo
the
Orande
Resay
stom
medicine,
new
on
the
to
subject:
believes
Announce
Roads
the
Eastern
from the south this morning and is San InPedro, south Santa Fe county, ach Is responsible for that
most sickness,
"l lave sufT'-rw.th stomach trouas
Santa Fe today on business.
looking after official matters on this
organ
Is weak in the ble for tlKht years.
this
not sick
and
that
duction In AH Possible
Today a marriage license was ls- - present generation. While discussing enoun.i lo be In bed,I was
end of the division. The Santa Fe
but Just felt
Is putting a lot of new track on the
ued to Maria Beatrix Juancho and this theory recently, ne eaio:
am
My greatest troubad
all
the
time.
Lines at Once.
Rio Urande division and making a Francisco Qarcla, both Indians of asked time and HKaln to tell why my ble was t that I always felt tired,
number of other Improvements war- Islets,
GIVE US A CHANCE
medicine has made such a record would aft uo In the morning feeling
ranted by the growing Importance of
E. D. Armlpjo, rancher in the vl- - wherever 1 have Introduced it.
My as tired as when 1 went to bed.
lnlty of Encino, Torrance county, answer alway is, 'because it restores
"1 had a very Irregular appetite,
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 6. Declar- the division.
To figure on that bill of lumber.
today looked after personal business the stomach to a normal condition.' and wai troubled with dizzy spells.
ing that tne outlook for raising new
A freight wreck at Thatcher, Colo.,
n
Santa re.
Our lumber comes from our own
Xo one will deny that today there are If I sto d for any length of time, I
'capital next year is unsatisfactory, only a few miles from Earl, where
Charles Springer,
of Cimarron. more hnlfslck men and women than would have a dull pain in the lower
the directors of the Pennsylvania several disastrous passenger wrecks
mills located In the best body of
Railroad company have decided to have occurred, blocked all traffic for president of the territorial board of ever before. Nothing critical seems part of mv back. I whs nervous and
timber in New Mexico.
They felt all the time as thought somematter with tlhem.
retrench, and after their meeting at a number of hours vesterdny and all ater commissioners, was in Santa to be the half-picA large stock of dry spruce
most of the time. thing terrible was going to happen.
k
are Just
which they declared the usual sem- westbound
last night arrived Fe yesterday.
Thoy don't know really what is the I tried rfury kinds of medicine, but
dimension on hand. Why not buy
iannual division ot 314 per cent, they in a bunch. trains
cars,
freight
Malaqulas
the
mem
Martinez,
Taos,
of
Sixteen
gave out a statement that economy engine and caboose all went into the ber and secretary of tihe territorial matter with them. I have talked with nothing ever he'iied me.
the best when it Is Just as cheap?
past two years,
"I iin l a1'
would be the policy of the great cor- - ditch, but no one was seriously hurt.
srH' nn all hope of
of water commissioners was thousands during the
It will pay you to look into this.
during
1908.
The an Spreading rails Is given as the cause. noard
and few knew Indeed what their ever being In good health again,
poratlon
yesterday.
Fe
Santa
One said nervousness. w hen 1 heard so much of Cooper and
was.
trouble
nouncement came somewhat as a
prosperous
Antonio J. Aeullar, a
said kidney trouble, another decided to try his medicine. I took
surprise, In view of the statement Is
I. Ij. 'Hlbbnrd, general superintend
and sheep . raiser of Uuada- - another
RIO GRANDE LUMBER GO.
liver complaint, some constipation, one bottle of his New Discovery and
sued rrom FreMdent McCrea
ent of the coast lines, will arrive here furmer
county,
upe
who
Antonchlco,
at
lives
or heart trouble, or lung trouble. was greatly surprised at the result.
on Wednesday that the present tonight on an inspection tour.
At
Many had treated, as they called it, I gained 12 pounds in a few weeks.
earnings of the company are 11 per the conclusion of the trip he will was In Santa Fe yesterday.
Phone 8. Cor. 3rd and Marquette
Oscar C. Know, of Las Cruces. vai for most of these diseases at different I can now eat anything I wish, and
cent greater than they were at the leave for his annual vacation, which
in Santa Fe yesterday to attend the times.
name period last year.
A very common complaint feel like a new man. I cheerfully
to aban
compelled
he
twice
been
has
of the territorial board of Is 'all run down.' or 'tired all the recommend this medicine to all suf
Ilio 15c.-hi-.
don owing to the Illness of the as meeting
water commissioners of which tie is time,' or 'no appetite.' "
ferers from stomach trouble."
President McCrea said that In sistant superintendent.
member.
that every bit
It is worth anyone's time, who Is
view of the unsatisfactory outlook
"I know positively
111
health is caused not enjoying good health, to learn
Major Robert C. Van Vllet. of the of this chronic
R. D. Yoakum, of St Louis, broth
for raising new capital In 1908 It
noBhing
else.
trouble,
necessary
by
was, In his judgment,
and
of Mr. Cooper's wonderful preparaand er of ii. F. Yoakum, chairman of the IT. S. army, who has been visiting
J. D. EatJm, PretldeaC
stomach
Cau. kfe'.inl, gterCrw
prudent for tne company to continue Frisco board, was in the city yester his son on the Upper Pecos valley. My New Discovery puts the stomach tions. We are selling chem in large
Q. aiomL Vies Pieldeat.
O. Bicbecki, Treaeiir- -i
Its policy of not beginning any new day. He Is In the land department of left last night for his station at Fort In sound condition In about six quantities.
work or committing the company to the Frisco.
J. H. O'RIELLY. corner Second
weeks. Mighty few people ran be sick
Liscum, Alaska.
any new capital requirements except
C. Sears and son, of Raton, with a sound digestion. That is why and Central.
Fred Graefe. boiler Bhon foreman areJames
those absolutely necessary to ecoFe. Mr. Sears, who is
nomically handle Its traffic.
With for the Manta Fe. left last night for now inin Santa
the insurance business was CKKTIFIOATE OF COMPARISON strued both as objects and powers,
tattiora to
that end in view, the company would Harpersville. Va.. called there by the or many
years
connected with the
MEL:NI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A OIOMI.
but no recitation, expression or de
undoubtedly restrict its notes to a serious Illness of his father.
railway.
Fe
Santa
claration of saeclflc or special powWMOLKBALK DCALKRB IN
minimum and would not push the
Mrs. Julia C. Miles, of Los Ange Territory of New Mexico.
an employe of the
H. Zimmer,
ers or purposes herein enumerated
work on the New York terminal exSecretary.
Office
of
the
les,
Curry,
Calif.,
Mex
cousin
Chihuahua,
of
Uovernor
Mexican
at
Central
be
shall
but
exclusive;
be
deemed to
as
tension or other improvements
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the it la hereby
cltv. Ho resided here arrived in Santa Fe yesterday and
expressly declared that
vigorously as had been done in the ico, Is In the
will be a guest for some time at Territory of New Mexico, do hereby all other lawful powers not inconThis will somewhat delay the until three years ago.
fMist.
was tiled for record sistent therewith or prohibited by
certify
there
that
executive
the
residence.
W kttp 9rylblng In steak to outfit tho
completion of the New York tunnel
In this office at 2:00 o'clock p. m., on law are hereby Included.
Two narrow guage engines for a
mott fastldlaot bar eomplot
work as a whole, but progress on the Mexican
iMrs.
daughter,
Green
and
and
wife
D.
A.
October,
day
of
passed
the
thirtieth
through the daughter of Captain John W. Green,
railroad
IV. The corporation is authorized
East Klver tunnel', the erection of
1907,
Hav been sppo'ntetf txolustv agent In the touthwctl
ft.
capital stock to the extent of
to
issue
trteel for the new terminal building city yesterday on fiat cars.
newly appointed
superintendent of
of Incorporation of Uie Albu- Five Hundred Thousand Dollars, ditchlltz, Wm. ,err.p and St. Lou It A. B. C Breweries; Ysllswstcis,
In New York and work affecting the
prison, arrived in San Articles'
AsConductor Will Thomas and crew tahe Feterritorial
Clearing
querque
House
vided
Five
of
V.
Thousand
Shares
into
River,
Green
McSrayar'a
city streets and avenues will not be were
H.
Cdar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Monlast night to Join Capt. Green
here yesterday
deadheaded
sociation.
the 'par value of One Hundred Dollars
materially retarded by the proposed from GalluD.
arch, and othsr standard krnda of whlaklea too numorOba to mentis.
H. C. Viles, a ranger on the Pecos
each.
(No.
5211).
slower expenditures.
national forest, stationed at Cleve
V.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
compared the
The capital stock with which
but fifteen
The meeting lasted
special agent of and, arrived 4n Santa Fe today from and also, that I have same,
C.
with the the corporation will commence busiminutes, and the directors and off- the8. antaOverstreet.
Bat Mil tho atmi gilt article aa received by ui from tie feet v iaonaa,
the
was in the city yester Ias Vegas. lie was accompanied by following cupy ofnow
Fe.
on llle, and de- ness Is subscribed by the incorporaoriginal thereof
icers then boarded a special train for day.
DlatUlerlea and Breweries In the United fetat 3. CaJ, &ad laaoot ou
his wile who is a bride of a few clare
New York. They will inspect termiit to be a correct transcript tors as follows:
Stock and Pricey 0r writ lor Illustrated CsUIogao &i4
days.
rtfi Wat
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No.
therefrom, and of the whole thereof.
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Usued to dealera only.
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my
of
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the
and
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hand
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Cough
under
learned
Kennedy's
It
that
Given
It
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Laxative
night
from Koswell and
" statement for the six months out of tastes nearly as good as maple sugar, ta Fe last
f,
t 500.00
of the Territory of New Mexico, Mathew M. Flournoy
will make her home hereafter in seal
5
600.00
which the semiannual dividend de it contains no opiates. Sold by J. H. Santa
at the city of Santa Fe, the capital Frank McKee
charge
will
Fe.
She
of
take
10
Wlillard
S.
1000.00
A.
Ktrlckler
October,
clared today will be paid, shows a O'Hielly.
this thirtieth day of
he cafe In connection with the Claire on
5
R. )H. Collier
500.00 i:xxxxxoooooooocxxxxxx
i
D. 1907.
and
net surplus after all charges
hotel.
H
500.00
Owen N. Marron
JNATHAX JAFFA.
dividends ot more than ' .$8,500,000. ItOCLETTK DEALER
Marrhige
Selril.u.ry
were
granted on
licenses
of New Mexico.
ST.l$lKI))nY NATIVE, Saturday
SO
RAIL1WAT PltOlttiKMS FOIt
to Eiosla Lucero, of Albu Tlio Albuquerque Clearing House As- Co.- $3000.00
SESSION Of OONtillHSS. Ilcfiixod to Permit Intoxicated Man querque and Roman indoal, of Ba- The oostofTice address of each of
WH'IUIIOII.
Washington, I). C, Nov. 5. There
relas, and to Trinidad Chavez, of Al CERTIFICATK
To Gullible and Was Cut in
is Albuquerque,
OF IN'CORPOUA- -' the Incorporators
LNe.w Mexico.
Consequence.
buquerque and AdolfiV Nuanes,
will be serious consideration at the
of
TION.
We have the only planing mill In the southwest that la equipcoming session of congress of a numVI. The corporation reserves the
Candelarias.
Wo, the undersigned, In order to
ped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
Carlsbad. N. M.. Nov. 5. Satur
ber of railroad regulation problems.
Al. is. Mikesell, general manager fqrm a corporation for the purposes right to amend, alter, change or reanything that a first class planing mill is expected to do at reasonThey will include the Question of re day night W. S. Dorris, who deals of the Farmers' Development com hereinafter stated, under and pur- peal any provision contained in this
able prices. Write or call on ns before placing your order for mill
ciprocal
demurrage,
ownership by the wheel at the Bank saloon was pany and the Miami Ranch com.pany suant to the provisions of an Act of certificate Jn the manner now or
work.
railroads of stocks in other railroads badly cut in the eye by a drunken on the Rayado river in Colfax coun- the legislative assembly of the Terri- hereafter prescribed by statute for
and other corporations,
fare native. Dorris was lying on a table ty, is attending to company business tory ot New Mexico, entitled, "An the amendment of the certificate of
SOUTH OF VIADUCT
and the effect of state laws regulat restingupwhen the native asked him to in santa ire.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Act to Regulate the Formation and Incorporation.
ing passenger fares on Interstate start
the wheel. Dorris noticed
we have
In Witness Whereof,
Corporations
of
for
Government
McMillan,
Judge
.
son
Morton
of
)Cx2xOOOOOC03000000C)OOOOOa
business. This is the opinion of Rep- the man was under the Influence of Daniel H. McMillan and a member Mining.
'hereunto set our hands and seals
Manufacturing,
Industrial
resentative Mann of Illinois. It is en. liquor and refused. The man went
of October, A. D. 1907.
the law tirm of McMillan and Mc and Ot.her Pursuits," approved March this ?!th day
W. FLOURXOY,
titled to mare than ordinary weight away but returned and made a slash of
(Seal).
Millan, at Las Cruces, Is in Santa Fe 15, 1905, do hereby certify as fol MATHEW
FRANK
McKEE,
and consideration because of his re at Dorris' face with a pocket knife,
(Seal).
THE
a visit to Mrs. Ross McMillan, his lows:
S.
WIL.UARD
lation as one of the trusted Heuten cutting the lid and ball of his eye, on
(Seal).
corporate
Is:
STRICKLER.
name
I.
The
sister-in-laby
was
the
down
native
knocked
ants of Speaker Cannon. During the The
(Seal).
The Albuquerque Clearing House R. H. COLLdKK.
C. E. Hartley, of Springer, man
o. X. MARKOX,
administration of M. Cannon he has bartender out escaped., and has not
(Seal).
Association.
been looked upon almost as a "sub yet been arrested. Dr. Whlcher ex ager of the French Land and Irriga
Territory
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
of
New
Mexico.
registered
office
of
the
II. The
speaker" because of the duty placed amined the injured eye and found tion comiuiny, was in Santa Fe yes corMrutloii
County of Uernalillo ss.
(.old
Mo. 117
is
West
'.Mr. Hartley
upon him of volclna the speaker's the ball badly cut but the pupil or terday.
had business avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
On this, the 2Sth day of October,
objection to legislation from the floor sight unhurt. He then sent Dorris to before the territorial board of water ami The Corporation
Organization A. D. 1907, before me personally apiiiinbsr, Glass, Cement and Rex Fllntkota Rooting
Koswell to Dr. Presley the eye spec commissioners.
or the house.
peared,
Mathew W. Flournoy, Frank
desig
is
Coiiinuy
MunitKCiueiit
anil
"There will be other railroad mat- iallst.
Dr. Charles A. Wheelon, of Santa nated as the statutory agent therein. McKee, VVUlard S. Strlckler. R. 1L
ters for consideration."
Fe, left this morning for the Pecos in charge thereof, and upon whom Collier and Owen N. Marron, to me
said Mr,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
First and Marqoette
DeWitt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel mining
Mann, "but I believe these I name
where the Cascade process against the corporation may known to be the persons described
district
healing
soothing.
is
Good
Salve
and
will be the ones whluh we will weigh
Mining
foregoing
a
comp'iny
and
in
which
who
of
is
executed
he
the
be
served.
most seriously, and which will be for piles. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly.
member, has several mining claims
III. The objects for which the instrument and they acknowledged to
me that they executed the same as
threshed out with a view to Becurmg MOGOUXX PIONEF.lt
which It Is working.
corporation is established
are
legislation. It seems as though we
ex
William
'Mcintosh,
an
who
has
AT
HIS
HOME
1EA1
will be compelled to take cognizance
In Witness Whereof I have here1.
sheep ranch in the Estancia
The establishing and carrying
BUILDERS' AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
of a condition under which states in- Pete Ayccn, for Many Years a Kcsi tensive
valley, and after .wihom the town of on what Is commonly known as a unto set my hand and affixed my ofsist upon a
ficial
rate for the carseal the day and year first
clearing house for the purpose of
t.
was
Is in Santa Fe
Mcintosh
named.
Suc
of
Idem
That
riage of passengers, and yet 3 cents
today accompanied by his brother, enabling the banks In the city of Al above
cumbs to IiscaM
Native and Chicago I timber. Slierwln-WlllLuPaint None Bett
is charged by the same road or roads
(Seal) THOS. K. D. M ADDISON.
Jivhn Mcintosh, of Las Animas, Colo. buquerque, represented in said assoBuilding Paper, Plaster, IJnie, Cenicut, Glass, Sui-ter.
boors. Etc.,
earning interstate business. This will Silver City, N. M., November 5
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by
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other
ciation
officers
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who
soldier
te one of the most diltlcult problems Pete Ayers, a resident of Mongol- - was taken from thethetrain
No.
Etc.. Etc,
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Cor.
of such banks as stocksentatives
last
here
we will have to meet. Railroad men Ion for the last fifteen years, is dead
of the association Rec'd. Vol. 5 Page 507. Articles of
and died a few days later, was holders or officers
themselves agree that it is practically at his home in that place of kidney week
of
the Albuquerque
sot tie checks, drafts, Incorporation
burled in Santa Barbara cemetery to conveniently negotiable
impossible to segregate the expense trouble.
C. BALD RIDGE
paper, and Clearing House Association Filed in
other forms of
Deceased was aged about
according
to . Instrucand earnings in handling passenger 55 years and Is survived by a widow yesterday
Office
Secretary
may
of
of New Mexico
as
tions received from his parents who all such other mutual claims
business from
freight handling. and live children. Air. Ayers was
Oct.
30,
1907.
subject
by
to
banks,
be
held
such
(Whatever may be the result of our mechanic of ability and his service reside at Cranston, N. J. Father settlement
NATHAN JAFFA,
between them, and the
Investigations in that connection it were always in demand In Mogollou Mandalari officiated.
Secretary.
payment
adjustment of the bal
and
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. D. Klrkpatrlck, ances arising on
will be seen that it is utterly impos- and the surrounding district.
Compared
to O.
F
set
account of such
of Washington, D. C, arrived in Sansible for two states like Michigan and
Territory of New Mexico,
on
busicarry
to
tlements,
all
and
ta Fe today. Mrs. Klrkpatrlck was ness usually done by a clearing house
Illinois, side bv side, to enforce
County of Bernalillo ss.
fiATHEKlXO EOltEST
'Miss Orace Grygla, and Is
rates, and yet a passenger is
The original of which this Is a
SliED IOIt EXPERIMENT formerly
daughter of Frank Grygla, special association.
iha.rged 3 cents
copy
was filed for record on the Slst
the moment he line, Kpruoe and llr Tree (Seeds aagent
con2.
in
and
subsidiary
As
to
of
rhe
I'nlted States land of nection with the foregoing,
crosses the border line between the
of October, 1907, at 4:10 o'clock
From
arlous Forests
from day
fice, whose headquarters are In Sanp.
two Mates."
m.
shall
to time, the association
m
m
Rodeo, N. M., Nov. 5. For distrl ta Fe. .Mr. Klrkpatrlck is an ex time
Recorded In Vol Vt. Misc. of Rechave the power to prescribe by its
BUYS liKIJCV Ct'T-OF- F
button and planting in the variou aminer of surveys for the general land
ords
of said county, foilio 268.
directors.
the number of its
!ON KTHVCTIOM KXta.M ',S. forests of the southwest, the work office and will ibe in that vicinity for
A. E. WALKER, Recorder.
the names of its officers and their
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 6. J. W. of collecting a large quantity of pine some time on official business.
By. Ida L. Plummer,
duties. Its directors shall also be
Olbbs has purchased a locomotive spruce and llr tree seeds, from the
Mrs. William A. Ruddecke, wife of authorized and empowered to pass
Deputy Recorder.
valley
railway
for his
line, whether Chircahua forest has begun. Four the owner of the Las Vegas street upon the qualifications and admis
ne builds the road or not. and men men two forestry
men and tw railway, died at the Meadow city sion into the association of banks
A Hani Delit to Pay.
do not usually buy locomotives un- others comprise the force that
Sundiiy evening after a long Illness hereafter established in the city of
"i owe a debt of gratitude that
less they mean to use them.
to engage at thlj work for perhaps and the remains will be taken to St. Albuquerque.
can never be paid off," writes O. S.
He purchased one of the construc- a month.
Mr,
Louis for burial.
and Mrs.
Said
shall also have i iarK, or westneld, Iowa. for my
tion engines in use on the Helen cutliuddecke came to New Mexico three the rightassociation
are
as
to
known
Issue
what
rtscue from death, by Dr. King's
off and now has It In tihe Kl Paso
To Cnrv a Colli in One Day.
years ago from St. Louis and he has Clearing House Certificates for such New
Discovery. Both lungs were go
foundry for rebuilding.
Take LAXATIVE RltO.MO yulnln
become prominent in Las Vegas bust balances, cheeks, or other Indebted- seriously
that death seemed
vMr.
3ibbs has a franchise from the lamely. Druggists refund money
ness life. Jiis wife, while ill for some ness cleared through the association. imminent, afi'ectej
when I commenced tak
county to build an Interurban line it falls to cure. K. W. (lltiiVK
time, was one of the most popular
may
also,
in
times
Said
ing
New
Discovery.
association
The ominous
from Kl Paso to Ysleta and the fact signature Is on euch box. 25c.
women In Las Vegas.
of financial distress. Issue to its dry. hacking cough quit before the
that he has bought the locomotive
11. I Blckley. attorney of Raton, members Clearing House Certificates, nrst uouie used,
and two more hot
Spbserlbe for The Citizen and ge was in Santa Fe yesterday. He apand is putting it in shape for use,
serured hv paper, bonds, notes, or ties made a complete cure." Noth
leads to the belief that he will soon the news.
peared before the territorial board other sufficient collateral, approved ing has
ever
equaled
New Discovery
lx at work on the line.
of water commissioners
as counsel by Its board of directors, under and for coughs, colds and all throat and
There are two of these construccombyfor
Developrient
the
Farmers'
lung
in
and
the
rules
with
accordance
complaint.
tiuiranteed by
tion engines now In the Kl I'aso
pany In a case In which citizens of laws of tlie association; such certifi an druggets,
&uc and 11.00.
Trial
foundry, one of them 'being rebuilt
Colfax county and others
Including cates to be taken up and retired as bottes free.
tor the owners. Ten others have trvn
enry II. Porter, of Denver,
Louis soon as the emergency
requiring
rebuilt lately und as a man at the
A. Chandler and others, are appeltheir Issuance is past.
DINXF.K AMI DUTCH M XC1I.
foundry remarked, "this does not
from the decision of TerritorSaid association shall have power
Pain in the hd vain anywhere, AM Its pans. lants
look like hard times. Railroad con- Fslo
Engineer
ial
involving
V.
L.
Sullivan
sutNh
property,
to
acquire
to
Uonngulluu,
noUiiug
title
is
bluod
plu
prwsiurw
tractors do not have machinery put
The Ladles' Aid society of the
Ir. bhoop. md to water rights claimed by the Farm-er- a' real, personal and mixed, as the na- 1'reshyterlan
luuillr. At lout, so mn pink
in shape for use unless they liave slue
h has cruttM a Utile
tablet. That
church will give a din
Development company.
ture of Its business, in the opinion of
Lrove ittailed
Vr. bhoop
contracts in nitrht."
Htadacl' Tbli,
ner
at noon, and a dutch lunch In the
lis directors, may require and as may evening,
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
d
coaxnt blixx pressure away troin pajl
6 to 8 o'clock. Friday
from
Is In the southern part of the be deemed advisable.
1
1 0,000
clianuliia. Dleaiiiiicly delightful, (xxulr
M A(;kk
ASKS
lu oflMft Ualaijr,
may purchase, Nov. 22. In the parlors of the PresbySaid association
it auralf oqualues Um Uoud ircu territory on oflkial business. He Is
a
HKOki: i.r.ti. though
ixm
at present at Mesilla Park, auditing tiohl and reissue the shares of its terian church. Kverybody invited.
Olobe, Ariz., No. 5. Receiving In lauou.
If you have a headache. It's blood mwtfui.
or other sejuries in an accident which routined
If it's tmful DerlodA with wtuuen. same cans. the books of the New Mexico School capital stock, its bonds
Subscribe fur The CTtUen ami i
Arts. curities.
him to the hospital for a season of
H you ara tUwpleM, reilca, nnrau, it's blood of Agriculture and Mechanic
' SjfSSP?
be con tlie news.
shall
foregoing
The
clauses
a Mr. Safford 'Will make an examinalx months and alleging that he has eantftMtiou blood prmsure. Tliat surely
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Modern People Have Many Names For
Same Diseases According to
New Belief.
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REPORT
Taxes

For1907

Received-Oth- er

Turned

Are Being
Funds

$51S.

John Venable, clerk Second
court, clerk's
cial district

1HMI'I"""I

':

U1IIW

Terms
Cash

DARING

Quay county

Florenclo

1907,

Martinez,

treasurer: Tax of 1906, $107.87.
Rio Arriba county Aliguel
A.
Gonzales, treasurer: Tax of 1906,
$986.63.

Sandoval county Alejandro Sandoval treasurer. Tax of 1906 $237.72.
San Juan county W. E. Williams,
treasurer: Tax of 1905. $6.12; 1906,
$175.33; 1907. $89.53. Total. $270.98.
'San Miguel county Eugenlo Romero, treasurer:
Tax of 1906,
$.'81.98.
Santa Fe countv Celso Lopez.
Tax of 1904, 23c; 1906,
$:01.69. Total $201,692.
Sierra county John C. Plemmons
treasurer: Tax of 1906. $128.61.
Socorro county Jose E. Torres,
treasurer: Tax of 1905. $2.96; 1906,
$84.31; 1907, $1.07. Total. $88 34.
Torrance county Marcarlo Torres,
treasurer: Tax of. 1906, $84.77.
county Nicolas
Taos
vAnaya.
treasurer: Tax of 1906, $45.33; 1907,
S77.38. Total, $122.71.
county S. A. Maestas,
Union
treasurer:' Tax of 1906, $187.64;
1907. $81.39. Total $2688.93.
Valencia county Solomon
Luna
treasurer: Tax of 1908. $704.07.
1M)I(TF.1)
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BLANKETS

HORSES NEIGH
for SA Horse Blankets.
They are mighty strong,
they are long of wear,
they are warm, they are
handsome.
So, too, ere the 5 A Lap
Robes.
We Sell Them
We Also Do Fxjxrt

Horse Shoeing
J. Korber & Go.
Ill

1

i

RRE8T THING THAT KVF.ll HAPPENS IN
THIS OM WORM) OF OURS. IS THK IllltTH OF A
NF.W IDKA. AM) THK FOHTUNATK PON.SKNNOII
OF A FINK
I,AHGK OXK IS WOltTH MOKK TO H1MSKLF AND MOIli', TO THE
WOltl.I) THAN THK SANTA FK KAIMtOAl).
PSVOIIOIjOGISTS. WHO MAKK A BUSINKSS OF SORTING
OUT IDKAS AND SPYING INTO THK WAYS THKY AUK
HOItV, KAY TIIT AFTF.R YOIT PASS THK AGK OF
ABOUT TWKXTY. YOUH IDKA-- FARING DAYS ARK KTKRNAXXY
OVKIt. IF YOU ARK STIMi ON THK TKNDKK SIDK OF
THIS AGK AND ARK WISR YOU MAY WISH TO
HKAD THIS STATKMKXT
AGAIN.
NOW THK AI.BUQt'KRQUR OTTTZKN CAItKIRS IDEAS IN
STOCK.
WHKRK THKY CAMK FROM AND WHO THKIR
PARKNTS ARK. IS NKITHKIt HKRK NOR THKRK. ISOMK
OF THF.M RUN AIOXO THK MNKN OF BUSINKKH
BUILDING AND TRADK GKTTING. THKNK IDKAS WIMj
BK SOI,D. IKASKD OR RENTKD TO THK PI BMC, FOR
CASH OR ON THK INSTAIdAIKNT PLAN.
THKY KKEP A YOUNG FKMjOW AROUND THK OFFICE,
AN' It PAY MIM EVKRY WKKK. TO DO NOTHING BIT
I.OOK AFTKR THK ADVKRTISING. THKRK IS NOTHING
HE MKES BKTTKR THAN TO IIAVK NOME OXK COME
IN AND KAY: "HERE I WANT TO KPKND ff0.0
EVERY MONTH IN ADVKRTISING. I WISH YOU WOUI,D
TAKK THK WHOLE THING OFF MY ILNIS. AND RUN IT AS
YOU THINK BENT. I HAVE OTIIF.K MATTERS TO
CAItE FOR. AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT THAN I, ANYWAY."
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANG KM KNTS MORE ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT. WHO
ATTEMPTS TO DRAW A I,INE DIVIDING THK PATRON AGK
HK HEtTCIVEH FROM ADVERTISING, FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER OHANNEIjK, INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY THAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBUQUERQUE. CITIZEN DURING THK TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN, HAS NKTTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRFXT. IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUH MONEY BACK, AND
THK KXTKNDKD PUBLICITY TO BOOT. BUT WHEN '
RKSUlTS ARE SUtll AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
MINE,
VOU ARE GETTING UTTI; LESS THAN A

Horse

0
1

Terms
Cash

ABOUT THK

TV,

Secret Murders Done For Heavy Price
anjd Hundreds of Thousands Are
Stolen by Its Members.

1

IDEA

BORN-A- N

SCORES OF TERRIBLE CRIMES

038.04.

1905. $51.84; 1906.
$172.17;
$320.32. Total, $46.06.

rwmn--

Mi

SYNDICATE COMMITS

Judi-

Ar-mij- o,

WWW

115

Secundlno Romero, clerk Fourth
Judicial district, clerk's fees. $719.40
S. I. Roberts, clerk Fifth judicial
district, clerks fees, $977.35.
Charles P. Downs, clerk Sixth ju
diclal district, clerk's fees, $464.25.
iBernalillo county John S. Beav
en. treasurer: Tax of 1906. $1,060.50.
Chaves county J.
Smith Lea,
treasurer: Tax of 1905. $10.26; 1906
$594.25; 1907, $433.53.
Total, $1,- -

'

ll.li.H.

EM.

M"

Otuitt Sale
RETAIL, DEPARTMENT
WHITNEY COMPAY'S
SOUTH FIRST SHEET

fees,
1469.60.
W. E. Martin, clerk Third Judicial
diftrlct court, clerks fees, $451.

Colfax county George J. Pace
treasurer: Tax of 1906, $166.68;
1907, $49.48. Total $216.16.
Dona Ana county Oscar Lohman
treasurer: Tax of 1905, 10c: 1906
$66.99. Total, $67.09.
county W. H. Merchant,
lEddy
treasurer: Tax of 1904, $3.96; 1905,
11. Ui; 1DU8, 4825.07. Total $630.10
- Ages,
(Grant ' i couuty-Jacko- n
treasurer: Tax of 1904, $2. $7; 1905,
$5.10; 1906, $182.4. Total, $0189.61.
Guadalupe county Jose Y.
treasurer: Tax of 1906, $309.92
Lincoln county J. M. Penfield,
treasurer: Tax of 1906, $96.97.
county E. J. Carskadon,
Luna
treasurer: Tax of 1906, $765.42.
Mora county O. U. Strong, treasurer: Tax of 1903. 43c; 1905, $1.48;
1906, $153.48. Total., $155.39.
Otero county J. C. Dunn, treasurer: Tax of 1903, $1.30; 1904, 43c;

IMI

TIhe Gire&tt Oostag

In.- -

Wan a Fe. N.
first Installment
ending
received iluring the month
treasOctober 31 in the territorial public
are
the
following
ury. The
to
funds from various sources paid
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
during the month of October:
From Hobert P. Krvlen, commissioner of public lands, to the credit
Common
of the following fund: University
school Income, $14,697.64;
income, $84.28; Agricultural college
Income, $134.96; Sliver City Normal
school income. $91.36; Normal University (Las Vegas) income, $91.28;
School of Mines Income, $177.66;
Impermanent
School of Mines,
provement. $2,760; Military Institute
Income $30.66; Old Palace income,
Keform school, Income,
$165.20;
permanent
$195.14; Reform school
Blind InstiImprovement, $2,400;
tute. Income. $54.88; Deaf and Dumb
Institute. Income. $300; Deaf and
Dumb Institute, permanent Improvement. $5,752.08; Water reservoir, in
come, $393.43; Insane Asylum, InImprovement
Rio
come. $97.24;
Miners'
Income. $67.20;
Grande.
Penlten
Hospital. Income. $178.60;
ttary, income, $80.95; public build
lngs at capital, income, $282.43. To
tal $28,234.22.
commissioner
Robert P. Ervlen,
of public lands, refund on U. 8.
land fees. $8.
Nathan Jaffa, territorial secretary,
corporation filing. $1,240.
Marion Littrell, superintendent of
penitentiary, convicts earnings, $2
4)01.04.
V. Lu Sullivan, territorial engineer.
hydrographlc survey, $505.13.
Francis C. Wilson, clerk First judicial district court, clerk's fee9,

?"."

'

By buying Stoves, Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc., at

G.
The
M.. Nov.
of 1907 taxes was

I
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THE FIRST MAN IV THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
THK FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
S
GIjKAN
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, THE TOBACCO KING, IN CONVERSATION
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN IjIFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
TEN IMLLAKS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MIIiLION
IKHiLARS. BUT I-- HAVE SPENT FORTY MIIJION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING T1LN MR. DUKE,
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSKSSKD OF THE SAME BUSINESS
FORESIGHT. KHOUIJ NOT SUCCEED AS WKLXj. IF THERE IS.
WATK IT TO YOURSELF. AND BK CONSOLED.
IT IS AN OLD SAW.
WVT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."
LATE-COMER-

Anthony Thomas.
Parts, Nov. S. iA crime syndicate,
organized for mammoth
theft and
diabolical murder, is the absorbing
story of the day that startles France
and all Europe.
New details are coming to notice
every day of the criminal operations
of the brothers Anthony and Francois Thomas. These two men seem
to 'have combined the minds of Bor-gla- s,
the leaders of the Inquisition
and the robber barons.
For they
poisoned, tortured and stole for
years, undetected,
until, becoming
bold beyond fear of detection, apparently, their carelessness ended In
arrest.
For years continental
churches
have Joat priceless treasures, mysteriously.
Jeweled crosses, chalices,
statues, pictures and tapestries from
the hands of the greatest masters
have disappeared in a night.
So widely separated .were the thefts
that they were laid to local criminals: No one dreamed of a crime
syndicate. But it existed. The Thomases comprised
Its working part,
stealing hundred of thousands of dollars worth of relics, antiques and
curios from church, chateau or museum and finding a ready market
among dealers or private collectors.
When ' apDrehended. the Thomas
home was searched
and evidence

Territorial
Topics

Hoys in the

Benton, Ariz., reformatory have cut and staked over
10( tons of wild hay during the past
season.

Tucson, Ariz., Nov. 6. The United States grand Jury has returned
Indictments against the six men, all
charged, with the exception of Grif- a A Prescott. Ariz., man has killed
sufficient number of wildcats to
fin, who Is charged with entering a
to
box car, with having sold liquor to pay his taxes, which amount
something
over $100.
Indians.
A postofflce has ben established
at Bedland, Itoosevelt county, to be
LITTLE JOHMY JONES"
served from l'ortale, S74 miles to
the northwest. Carl S. Turner has
been appointed postmaster.
ON NOVEMBER 11
A
Phoenix, Ariz., girl climbed
through a window at the hour when
yawn, etc., to marry a
graveyards
"Utile Johnny Jones," which will
be seen in this city in the near fut- young man she didn't care very much
about
rather than return to Arkanure has scored one of the biggest
hits of any muxtoal comedy present- sas.
In
ed
recent years.
Fully half a
city council of Pima, Ariz.,
reason It was presented to crowded at The
held recently granted
houses Jn New York City and during the a meeting
Valley road permission to
Gila
one entire summer It played to ca- build
1000 feet additional
switch
pacity houses at the fashionable Illiin thai town. C. D. Keppey
nois theatre In Chicago where it track
was
present,
representing
the railscored a record of one hundred per- way company.
formances. The same complete scenic production as presented In those
As
proposed
to the
addition
cities will be seen here. The com- Verde a National
In Arizona,
pany numbers seventy-fiv- e
people In- -' there has been forest.
temporarily
withc'uiiir.g one of tno best drilled and drawn from all forms
of disposal,
mo.--t efficient choruses in America.
except under the mineral laws. $58.-24- 0
acres
land In Yavapai county
Nothing
more appropriate for in central ofArizona.
The withdrawn
Christmas than a photograph.
Oue area is unsurveyed and embraces a
dozen cabinet photographs $3.00.
portion of the Black hills.
MILLET K'ltDIO,
213 Went Railroad Avenue,
A dispatch
from Roswell says
o
thousands of cattle have had to be
COKEJ COKE I
turned loose up the line of the Peco.
valley line of the Santa Ke after
Wo now lanlle rood, cl"an coke. holding them weeks for shipment,
I
AiMiu-acltAlso lie Created Butte
because of the failure of the comCoal.
pany to procure cars. The situation
JOUX. S.. BEAVEX.
at which the cattlemen rind
e

thel

Francois Thomas.
tending to prove that the .brothers
a private assassination
conducted
and criminal operation bureau as a
line,
was
unearthed. Apparent
side
ly some of the foremost men of their
home town and neighboring district
were anions' their customers.
The list of poisons found In the
home contained many unknown to
Instruments, the
French chemists.
character of which indicated the ne
farious business for which they were
intended, were discovered t; ir.o no
lice.
It ,1s bellev?2 the brothers made
it a business to "remove ' undesira
ble persons from the path of those
who were willing to pay liberality.
When arrested they refused to discuss this, saying many of Europe's
were Implicated
greatest families
Letters compromising
with them.
many throughout France were turned up. These showed that they received large sums for assassinations.
The Thomases are known to have
d
stolen the magnificent
reliquary of Ambazac. valued at $40,-00- 0,
gems
many
of middle
and
other
age art, including the crown of St.
.Michael. It la also charged that they
engineered the unsuccessful plot to
rifle the abbey of Conques, the "treasures of which are valued at $200,-00gem-tudde-

0.

selves Is said to be rerious.
After having killed not less than
$1000 worth of young colts for Billy
Cook on his range on the Black
Canyon road In Arizona In the past
two years, one of the biggest mountain lions ever brought down In Arizona was killed at the ranch a few
days ago, and the hide taken to
Phoenix by T. W. Chamberlain.
A list of names aggregating
1000
children of Tucson, Ariz., who fall
to attend the public school, has been
handed In by Superintendent W. M.
Ruthraff to the board of school trustees and the officers of both the
city and county will be asked by the
board to see that the truancy law is
enforced.
Approximately
172.810
acres of
land in central Arizona have been
withdrawn from all forma of disposal, except under the mineral laws,
as a proposed addition to the Tonto
National forest. In Arizona.
The
withdrawn area lies along the southern border of the national forest,
near the town of Phoenix, and Is
within the Phoenix land Ultrlct.
Stating that his son, Fred Tully,
was
under age and consequently
could not be legally married without the consent of his parents, Chas.
Tully of Phoenix, Ariz., visited the
probate office to obtain confirmation
of the report of the marriage of his
son to Carmen Du Bola, and stated
to Probate Judge Kirkpotrlck
that
he would begin proceedings to annul
the marriage.
Trial Catarrh treatments are being mailed out free, on request, by
Dr. Snoop, Kaclne, Wis. These tests
are proving to the people without
a penny's cost the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Hhoop's
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all deal-er- f.
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KAYE

THIRD ARIZONA

TERRITORIAL FAIR

NOVEMBER 10 tD 1607

$17.85

AMERICAN

TRIP
GOOD FOR RETURN
ROUND

No Stopovers Allowed

MB

Wo Are Glad lo Answer Questions

CONGRESS

NOVEMBER

18, 1907

The St. ElmoW
W.

A

11,

Direct Route
TO

of

NEW MEXICO.

T.&S. F.
M

Spring

etablet
Telephone

J3oer-cling- f

to 17, 1907

Coast Lines

Ctunp4
Tin1 .Minlnir
I (ah aiul .Nt'vuila; to

club

u. PATTERSON

Livery
and
west surer ATenuc.

ALBUgUERQTJE.

Joplin, Mo.
Nov.

Agent

ii

Wises, BranIss. Etc.

BAMMM AND
mooMaa

t 20 West Railroad Areata

su-s-

T. E. Purdy

BARNETT, Prop'r.

JOSEPH

Finest Wftlsklss

Colorado,

Driver,

tVlo-rnil-

n

and I'uelilu H via Hia

Denver&RioGrande

$38.35
To Joplin and Return

o.

$UCCE$$
TIIEY

f AY NOTIIIXG

I $lTPPO$E

Tim It

$UCCKKD$

IXKE $COCE$$.

BUT IX ORDER TO
D
WITH WHICH TO
NECE$$AKY TO HAVE OME OTHER
TRUE.

OME $t'CCE$

I LAVE

Nov. 8, 9, and 10

Through llm frrtllo San I.ui Valli'y,
al u to Umi San Juan county of tXilo-ialFur Information ax to rules, train
wrvli", clewriirtlve literature, etc.,
vuli on or addretjtt
F. II. MuBRIDE,
Atrout, Sunt IV, N. SI.
S. K. HOOI'EH,
Colo.
T. A.,
G. P.

t ) M t I M$ I f M I MI I I f $ 11Mf I

RATE

Date of Sale

RAILWAY

$

IT
THING!.

1$

ONE OF TIIEJK 1$ BRAIN $, AND

$CC-CEIE-

AN-

OTHER 1$ SOME MONET.

Return Limit Nov. 20

WE DO NOT FCR.
Nim BILAINI IX ET$, BUT A PERCIAL OP
OUR COLUMNS WILL $UIXE UP THE ONES YOU

T. E. PURDY, Agent

HAVE, AND AX

IX THE
ADVERTISEMENT
EVENING CITIZEN WILXt GO A LONG WAY TOWARDS SUPPLYING THE DIXERO.

Every Woman

The finest Coffee Substitute ever
made, ha recently been produced by
MUMoreauia an a wool a tacw
Ir. Snoop of Jlaclne, wis. You
about Urn woiiiiurf ul
don't have to boll It twenty or thirty
iMARVtLWhirlingSprsv
says
minutes. "Made in a minute"
I
tjrrU..
'in.
Ml
the doctor. "Health Coffee" Is really the closest Coffee Imitation ever
111.
TTT
"
yet produced.
Not a grain of real
Coffee in It either.
Health Coffee
o
la made from pure toaited U A H V K L .
Imitation
rl't IIO
Bring us your jo
wore. Price cereals or grams, with malt, nuts,
It I
the very lowest and the work will etc. Really it would fool an expert llliuirU't
-V
r.
i&rlifiBlj.r.
riinHSul
full
stand Inspeotlon anywhere. Business
were he to unknowingly drlnli it
iii.rr
and cal'ing cr4 a specialty.
MUtlUlUHl, .!' lank.
for Coffee. Sold by all dealers. '

mm
b'K.k-.l-
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One yrar by mall In advance
One month by mnll
One month ty ennier within city limit
KnWTrl as ivoiil-ela- i
matter at tlx
nndrr Art of Omtnfrts of Marili 8, I87.

f
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.
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There are about as many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
tlmo" as there are Indlvl duals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100
And what they
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ilanch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to rldo or drive, dogs,
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing In
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.
go as you please.
You'll find plenty of company there, ngreeable and refined. If you are
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
Conditions Ideal for recuperating, rending, hunting or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MOKE THAN NINE DOLLATiS A WEEK ANY
WAY YOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particular?, or address The
Vallev Ranch.

F. H. STRONG
ne

HOUSE
FURNISHINGS!

I

s

ad-

mm

Cash,

mm

Tlie finest equlped Job tlcnrtment In Xow Mexico.
Tlio latest re sifts by Associated l'rtt n and Auxiliary News Service,

Fresh Salmon
Fresh Smelts
Fresh Water White Fish
Fresh Water Trout
Flounder
Red Snapper
Frog Legs

1

t

FIltST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
GKT T1IF. XFAVS

ess

3fte Burglar is Happy
These are palmy days for the burglar, the porch climber and the man
with tho Jimmy generally.
The scared persons who take money from the banks and hoard It up
In an old sock, or poke It under the corner of the carpet In the back bed
room, are taking a whole lot of foolish risk.
This condition, of course, does not apply to Albuquerque, where conditions are normal as u?ual.
In New York, however, where high financiers are fo common as to make
''Jir. Common Geeaer tremble In his boots, the police department has found
it necessary to Issue a warning to the people not to hlde'thelr available
assets In the house.
The recent flurry on the street Is over and the financial Institutions
.are again doing a normal business, but a few easily frightened Individuals
are taking long chances with their money by still hoarding it at home.
In commenting upon the chances taken
The St. Louis
by the people who handle their currency through the banks as against
those who hoard It at home, finds that the banks have all the bett of the
argument particularly In the citle?.
The St. Louis paper says:
The persona who are drawing money out of the banks and putting It In
First, they are
private hoard are being attacked In two ways these days.
losing all Interest upon it,- and In some cases are being shut out of the safe
deposit companies. Secondly, in concealing it In their own homes or In
other hiding places they run a rifk of losing it from the irruption of sneak
Some of the New
thieves and burglars who are beginning to get busy.
York safe deposit people are refusing to furnish receptacles to the scared
persons who are comin-- to them with the money which has been drawn
from the banks, and are thus compelling them to keep it in some Improvised
receptacles around their own homes.
tNew York's police department has sent out warnings td that city to be
on the lookout for burglars, who are expected to be especially active until
(As tens of thousands of persons In New
v
he present money scare ends.
York have probably taken their money out of the banks and secreted it at
"home the burglars are looking for active "business" 'in their line for the
next few weeks or months.
The warning which the' New York police ha
ent out Is applicable. In a smaller way, to all the other towns of any consequence In the country. The burglars are looking for a harvest in this fran
tic finance which is Hoarding up cash that ought to be left in the batiks, or
Helnze, Ryan, ltelmont and the rest of the
placed there when obtained.
high financiers who have brought on this flurry are powerful friends of
..
.
the burglars and sneak thieves.
J , t
' The proper place for money In this exigency re In the tanks, where It
t
Secrtnry Cortel- '.'Trill circulate In trade channels and relieve the tension.jrou threw many millions of treasury deposits into the national banks a few
3. P. Morgan did the same, and others of the' solid financiers
days ago.
' Tvho
Most of the hoarders
turn up In a crisis are doing the Fame thing.
are ignorant or thoughtless, and do not know the damage which they are
community.
a city like fet. Louis,
In
Inflicting on themselves and on the
where all the banks are sound, there is not the slightest excuse for a scare
- Every financial Institution
In this city Is solvent.
It can pay dollar for
The hoarders themselves will be the chief suf
dollar of all its liabilities.
ferers from their blindness, but In a certain degree the entire community
will be hampered.
Put the money in the banks and keep it there to be
used In meeting legitimate and current needs.
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We Meet All Competition!!!
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ABOUT TOWN I

DEPOT

SLOT

Mitllf ItUMtllt

iieeu mNl lor Keconl.
Nov. 4. H. W.
Bryan
D.
and wife, to Adella Fracarulll
and husband, lots 5 and 6. block
e H, Atlantic and Pacific addition.
Antonio
Lucero et ai, to e
A
Primitivo Lucero et al, two
pieces of land In precinct No.
$10.
W. C. Warllck and
wife to
Eliza V. Craig, part of lot 2, 4
6,
O.
W. Lewis Highland
block
4.

t

e
addition.
Agustln Grlego and wife to 6
Atanasio Montoya, two pieces
of land in Los Candelarias.
4

ittt (OitiMI Ott

t

FROM

A RUN

Get Our Prices Before Buying

"No Funds" Slan Had to
be Hung Out at Close of
Sunday's Business.

Several of Albuquerque's most en
terprising young Americans have
solved the Sunday lid proposition as
far as getting gum and candy is
measure full of
concerned.
copper cents taken from the slot ma
chine in the lanta Fe station house
on Monday morning Is evidence.
(All day Bundaj a stream of urchins large and small and of all
colors filed In Und out xt the station
house and from early in the morning until Jate in' tho evening, the slot
machine there was (kept busy registering pennies and slipping pieces of
gum and candy into the chubby
hands Inserted into the aperture below to receive them.
In fact the machine suffered a run
and had the panic lasted for another
day the supply of gum and candy on
hand .would have been drawn on to
such an extent that a "no funds" sign
would have had to be exhibited. But
the institution was aaved by the close
or me uays business and the reopening of the candy stores down town
on Monday.

Oood sweet Florida oranges on sale
at the liidhelleu Grocery.
Mrs. J. P. Monday and Mrs. F. M.
Karnes left last night for El Paso
for an Indefinite stay.
There will be a regular meeting of
tomorrow-eveninthe. Knights of Columbuil
at Red Men's hall.
John Cuneo- has returned from
California and Is seriously ill at his
home, 915 North Sixth street.
The California limited was two
hours late today as a result of being
pocketed by a couple 01 heavy
freight trains.
Benevolent So- The
city will hold Its regular meeting
tomorrow afternoon at 2: ju o ciock
at the office of F. W. Clancy.
The Ladles' Aid society of the
Lutheran church will hold their regular meeting tomorrow afternoon at
2 o'clock in the church parlors.
effte
St. John's Guild will hold a reg
afternoon.
ular meeting tomorrow
l
good
to live The election of officers is to occur. BASKET BAIL PLAYERS
These are the golden days of the year the day when It
the duvs when the eun ihines the brightest, tne leaves are goiuen, me All member!) are requested to
breeze Is the softest and the air is the purest.
DOING HARD PRACTICE
Albuquerque has a good climate the year" round but In the fall there
The regular meeting of the Fra
Is no place on earth where the weather Is so perfect.
ternal Order of Eagles will be held
'i The early mornings are bright, the air is crisp, a light frost covers the this evening at 8 o'clock at Ked
Men's hall. A full attendance is de
The young hien composing the
ground.
shines brighter, the sired. Visiting Eagles are cordially banket ball teams, which will be adAs the day grows, the air becomes warmer, the-tuwelcome.
at Colombo hall next Friversaries
.1.
frost disappears.
day evening, are . practicing every
The dance at the Commercial evening
The mountains that early appear only a few miles away, gradually take
in preparation for the game.
(tomorrow evening will be an
their .usual place ,ln the distance and the light snowfall- upon their tops Is club
On one side will be the Minors, an
Informal affair and promises to be a organization
nlalnlv visible.
which has existed for
delightful one. A
of out of
The sun goes down In a glow of red, and the nights are Just chilly town people visitingnumber
In the city are several years, and on the other will
he the Kids, a team composed of a
cnouKh to make blankets comfortable.
expected to be present.
remnant of the Majois of last year,
Thepe are the days when it Is good to live in the southwest, although
A social will be given at the resi
with some new material.
life is worth while all the time.
110
Mrs.
dence
E.
of
II.
Harlow,
The players will line uo as fol
over
all
Mexico
famous
The autumn days are the ones that make New
night
street,
Wednesday
South Arno
lows:
the land and fill the old timer's heart with memories or youin.
from 7 to 10:30. for the Sunday
Minors W.
w:
Ed.
One who has never lived in New Mexico has missed a chapter in school and all young people of St. Ktumquist, c; FG.Anderson.
Myers, c; W. Ber- John's Episcopal church.
ger. r; 11. Hearrup, g.
arthly existence that will always be a blank.
Jvius iMcMillin, w; Benjamin, c;
Work of repairing the store room
The appointment of statehood league precinct officers by President W, formerly occupied by the Dreamland Limbke, c; Elliott, c; Brown, g.
B. Childers of the Bernalillo county statehood league as announced In The theatre and damaged by fire, was be
1 lie
today.
CltYIXG FOR niXP.
Interior all max
Citisen of yesterday, now puts'the local Btatehood league in good working gun
damaged by the fire will be reThe Dreciuct officers were named without regard 10 party arnna wat
order.
placed
new
be
a
and
front
will
add
Lots Of It In .Ibuquer04ut But Dally
tions and should Join heartily in working with the statehood organisation ed.
Growing Lea.
for the new state. The Citizen hopes that Governor Curry will be able poto
were
Incorporation
Articles
of
meet with the league in the near future, and that he will soon be in
filed
probate
yesterday
county
In
the
kidneys
The
cry for help.
sition to complete the territorial statehood league, xhlch will be a strong clerks office of the Aztec Fuel Co
Not an organ In the whole body so
The time is certainly ripe for statehood 1 he company Is organized to con- factor In the fight for statehood.
delicately
constructed.
and The Cltlsen believes that ft Is within our reach if a determined fight duet a general fuel business. 2,000
Not one so Important to health.
shares at $1 a share huve been IsWe won't take NO for an answer.
for It is made.
The
kidneys
are the filters of the
sued and subscribed for by the In
corporators,
T. McLaughlin,
C. blood.
The Cltisen wan Informed on what appears to be good authority, that h. Wade and J.Maynard Gunsul.
When
they
fall the blood becomes
The
made soon.
a reduction in the price of meats in this city will inbeany
There will be a regular meeting foul and poisonous.
other line perpeople will appreciate such a reduction more than
can
There
be
4,
no health where there
Albuquerque
Encampment No.
haps, since the working man, the one who labors, needs plenty of meat to of
. 0. b., this evening
I.
promptly at Is poisoned blodd.
can
auoru
to
meat
present
tie
prices,
not
eai
at
strength
and
maintain his
7:su o clock. K. 1. degree and fare
Backache is one of the first indicaregularly.
At that, The Citizen demonstrated in Its recent news Htorles well reception to Brother Stadler tions of kidney trouble.
on the cost of living, that meat was among the cheapest necessities sold In between II and 10 o'clock, to which
It Is the kidneys' cry for help.
However, a reduction will all Odd Fellows are Invited, whe-iAlbuuueruue even under present conditions.
or Heed it.
If other er members of tho encampment
rwrmlnlv come as a message of Joy to the people of Albuquerque.
Doan's Kidney Pills pre what Is
will be served.
food stuffs will be reduced on the same ratio It will help matters exceed not. Kelreshment
Boys' wanted.
lngly.
Learnard & Llndemann's
Are Just what overworked kidneys
band held a meeting last night and need.
year.
ensuing
elected
officers
for
the
1807-08
present
appears
good
a
to
at
list
reason
of
for
The theatrical
They strengthen and Invigorate the
advancement made by the band
of Albuquerque.
It in to be hoped that the The
tractions for the theatre-goer- s
kidneys; help them to do their work;
during the few months
been
has
appear
manage
and
already
will
the
here
booked
of
that
list
attractions
marvelous, thanks to the
tireless never fall to cure any case of kidney
Albuquerque has one of the best work of Professor
jnecit may secure additional numbers.
Ellis, the instruc- disease.
play houses in the southwest, her people are liberal patrons of good shows tor, and the prospects for the year
Head the proof from an Albuquerand there is no reason why Albuquerque should not be a good chow town Just begun promise great things for que citizen:
the organization. The newly elected
Mrs. C. Fournelle, living at 403 8.
as follows: President,
Chatanooga Time?: General Frederick D. Grant, the son of the "great ornctrs are
manager, Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
Kleke;
commander," wore a conferedate badge over his United States army uniform (Willie
haiies Clark; vice president,
Kay "I have recommended Doan's Kidney
on "Confederate Day" at the Jamestown exposition, and declared hi nisei
arson;
ana
secretary
treasurer Pills to a great many of my friends
proud of it!
SHI there are a lot of alleged survivors of the civil war who Hoy Yott
and acquaintances, and they have
foam at the mouth at the mention of honor to Lee und Jackson.
On the dissolution of the hotel firm learned of a valuable medicine and,
of tiulliuii and Walnh. proprietor
like myself, appreciate It exceedingly.
While the city council is engaged in considering the gas problem, the or tne Savoy hotel and bar.
Mr, Two years ago I took Doan's Kidney
street commissioner is busily engaged In building dykes up and down Cen Gullion closed with the owners of Pills, using in all three boxes, and
the property for a long time lease
tral avenue. The city council is being overworked.
cured of pain lu my back, a
and U now the ole proprietor of the was
piace. Arrongements have not been trouble which I had for a good many
This Is the foot ball season and a the poet of the St. Louis Times re entirely
years.
I was also greatly relieved of
completed, but it is exnect- marks: "Foot bull time is here, the greatest time of the year. Sum, I sup ed that Mr. Walsh will
sub lease the rheumatism at the time and have
pose, will lose a nose & sum will lose a. ear."
bar room from Mr. Gullion. The never been bothered with this com
restauraiLt formerly known as the plaint since. There Is no question as
Fe restaurant, will either be to the virtue of Doan's Kidneys Pills."
The Bernalillo county prisoners who attempted to break Jail Saturday Santa
unu-- i
oy Mr. Gullion or conducted
Mght evidently didn't know that the lid was on Sunday or they woul
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c
oy
him.
On account of Its close
What's the use of being out of Jail?
haVe waited another day.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y
proximity to the Santa Fe station Foster-Milbur- n
agents for the Vnlted States,
the Savoy hotel is considered one of sole
'
miners in Danville, Illinttis, have gone on a ' strike
Four thou-nanthe best hotel propositions In Albu- Remember the name Doan's and
querque.
probably to help the financial condition.
take no other.
lt
-

25 per cent discount
- - 9c Joint
- - - - 8c Joint

All Stoves and Ranges
6 inch Stove Pipe - 6 Inch Stove Pipe Elbows

--

SUFFERS

1

.

Collosal Queen Olives
Manzanilla Olives
Stuffed Mangoes
Monarch Pickle Relish
Monarch Sour Pickles
Monarch Sweet Pickles
Bismarck Kraut

Not Going Out of Business

at

.

t
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Installment

niic AMtryraiQiT; citizf.n has:

Globe-Democr-

Block

L2-Stro-

.60

AIJUQI KIUMK CITIZF.X IS:
Tlie loading Hepubllean daily anl weekly newwiwper of the Southwest.
Tlio advocate of Republican prlnrtple anil tho ".Snnre Peal."

"WE

iot.

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

PoMtoffloe of Albuquerque, X. M.,

TUi only llluntrntod dolly newspaper In New Mexico ami the bt
vertising medium of tlio Southwest.

5,

'

M
4

iovrMiu:n

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
m

Si

SLE UNIVERSITY INDIAN ELEVEN MAKING

1907

STRIDES FOR

FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP

,

$cy

of

iumg

i
t

Wurifc rs Xcw Machine
Carlisle. Pa., Nov. 5. With the
heaviest fchedule ever made for a
foot ball eleven, including Princeton,
Harvard, Minnesota and Chicago with
Pennsylvania already disposed of. the

lle Makes the Carl Ho Indians Cluirgc at Full Tilt.
The coaches have worked up a
Carlisle Indians may win the foot
great number of trick plays which
ball championship of the country.
To get his men In condition for the wondeiful speed of l!;e Indian
their heavy task. Head Coa.ch Glenn backfleld makes possible. These tricks
S. Warner drills his
linesmen in have confounded every team the Inchaiging by senu.ng them at at a dians have faced this fall and aided
half-to- n
sledge, or charging machine. the eleven to pile UP big scores.

WlilcJi

.

TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

U:JAI. MTICK

$4.50 ft 4.65 ; ewes $4.00
wethers
4.40; l.unbs $5.15'!i 6.zr,.
kaiiMU.4

City

l.ivcspK-k-

.

Kansas City, Nov. 5, Cuttle receipts 7.000. Market steady. Southern
2.75 (ji 4.50 ;
southern cows
dull, steers $2.75;
5.
stockers and feeders
$1.751
$2.7514.40; calves $4.00(4.50; western cows $2.00fi'S.5.
St. IaiuIh Wool Market.
Sheep receipts 5000. Market weuk.
Si. Loul-- , Nov. 5. Wool steady; Muttons $4.50(fi 6.25; lambs $5. 004c
unchanged.
6.25; range wethers $4.25 (if 5.00 ; feed
ewes $4.50 1 5.25.
Chicugo Produce Market.
Chicago, Nov. 5. Closing:
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
103H
Wheat Dec. 5Hi'4 May
7
di 6 1.
Coi n Dec. 60; May G
FOR SALK Corner lot, well located,
al!-- - -- Dec.
4l'tk; May 52 V
liighauds, $HS0. Dale itealty Co.,
l'oik Jan. 113.75; May 114.30.
Lard Jan. IS.UVa; May $8.3-FOIt SALK Oood lot in Highlands.
Kibs Jan, ll.Stllt; May 17.57
$90. Hale Itealty Co., 100 fcouth
Broadway.
Clilmuo
Chicago, Nov. 5. Cattle receipts, FOIt SALK 25
H.Ouil.
A 25 per cent
Market irt to 25 cents lower.
to this city.
clse
1.2U4t
Beeves $3.60 fit 7.U0 ; cows
Investment. J. K. Klder, room V,
4.80;
N. T. Armljo building.
calves I5.H0W7.UII;
Texans
1 2. SO Oi 5.90 ;
3.40',i C.15;
weathers
SALK 4 room frame, large lot
fOli
ritockers and feeders $2.40 i 4.60.
on corner, city water, stable, poulSheep receipts 14.500. Market 10c
try yard. etc.. $250 cash, balance
Western $2.&0$iB.10 yearlings
lorr.
J. K. Klder.
It. UU'ri 5. zi: lambs 1 4.00 y 0.70; west- 1, , $H 1Jper month.
TT. .......
ern $4.00fc 50.
III
rooms, corner Central avenue and Hill street.
per
To a permanent tenant $12
Onmlut LIveMovk.
month. Apply to J. K. I.uth
omaha, Nov. 5. Cattle receipts
4.0UU. Markft slow, 10 to 15 cents
IIE.N'T Furnished
rooms for
lower. Western
teers $ 3.00 fr 5.00 ; FOK
light housekeeping, also bed rooms.
Texus s'eers $2.75 $i 4.25 ; range cow s
Cheapest rates in the city. Minneand
heifers $2.O0&3.60;
canners
apolis, 524 South Second street. A.
$1.50fu 2.15;
stockers and feeders
T. Devore.
$2.76(14.65; calves $3.00(5.25: bulls
$1.50WS.25.
WANTED To find my wife, Orace
hep receipts 7000. Market dull
hudolph.
Address, John Hudolph,
and lower. Yearlings $4.7 5 u 5.19;
Palace hotel.

St. Ixxils
St. Louis, Nov.
15.15.

SjM-lte-

r

Miirktt.
Spelter

-

.

Iist will and testament of Jacob
Loebs, deceased, to Annie Loebs.
executrix, Kdith A. Loebs, Hoy J.
Loebs, K. Kaymond Loebs, Hilda M.
Frances
Louise Loebs,
Iebs, Mary
It. Loebs and to all whom it in.iy
concern.
You are hereby notified that tne
alleged last will and tectanient of
Jacob Loebs, late of the countyMex-of
Bernalillo and territory of New
ico deceaed. has been produced
court of the
and read in the probate territory
of
county of Bernalillo,
at a regular term
New 'Mexico.
day
on
fourth
of
the
thereof, held
November. 1907, and the day of the
proving of said alleged last will and
testament was by order of Judge of
said court thereupon fixed for Monday, the 9th day of December, A.
M
D. 1907, term of said court, at
o'clock in the forenoon of said day.
Oiven under my hand and the seal
of this court, this 4th d.iy of November, A. D. 1907.
A. K. WALK Kit.
Probate Clerk.
(Seal)
o
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We Seek Tour Putroimgo Only oil
a ItaMs of Mutual Interests.
!5o
Parisian Massage Cream
Benzoin and Almond Lotion , ...35c
1
15c
lb. Jar of Vaseline
9o
Camphor Ice
$100
Chamois skins 10c to
30c
Foot tubs
10c
Soldering irons .
so
Wooden faucets
15c
Brass candle sticks
Tirrc

mazr.

"

Wm Kleke, Proprietor.
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of the
Keeping step with
milliililc for
line of
Country, we nro carrying
Brilliant Cut Gla,
Holiday, Wedding, and Anniversary Gifts.
Knlnty' Hand Painted China. Rich
tiond, Thilnty Perfume In Cut Glass Bottles, Toilet Rets, Shaving Sets, Toilet Waters,
Brushes, Mirrors and Toilet Articles In single pieces or sots. Ilandl-in- s
these goods in large quantities we are able to meet any competition.
X. R. Our Prescription and Prnir Departments always In charge
of expert registered pliarnucl.s.

J.

H. O'RIELLY CO.

SPECIAL

GRIFFITH

HAS ASKS

THE PEOPLE

Fresh Dairy Butter twice a week
Jersey farm.

POLICE

TO

AID

WIFE

A. J. MALOY
214 Central Avenu
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Does Most Remarkable Stunts Mrs. Rudolph Is 36. Tall and
Dark, and Wore Red Dress
While Practicing
When Last Seen.
Hypnotism.

OOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXX)OOOCXXXX

To believe or not to believe? That

the question that arises in the
minds of a majority of the people,
witnessed the perwho yesterday
formance of Profesjor Griffith, tha
hypnotist.
Jn the afternoon the hypnotist allowed the minds of several representative business men of the city
to control him in a mad drive about
the city In finding a knlfo that had
been hidden behind a sign board In
front of the Iceberg saloon, 212 West
Central avenue. The- feat was a re
markable one and It doesn't seem
possible that any condition of fraud
could be worked Into it.
In the evening at the Klks' opera
house the hypnotist appeared in a
hypnotic role in a condition entirely
different from the conditions which
ruled the performance, of the afternoon. Instead of allowing the minds
of others to direct his movements,
he caused his mind to overcome the
spirit of animation of a young woman, who is a member of his company.
After putting her to sleep the
hypnotist caused the cubject to move
about the opera house at the mere
beckoning of his will and little mysterious gestures of his hands. At
times he would wield Influence over
the woman by the hand held straight
out before him and then at others the
hypnotist would assume the severest
gravity of continuance and wiggle his
hands at the subject with un air of
mystery to every gesture.
however, was
The performance,
very remarkable.
The .woman, apparently asleep, and without conversation with the hypnotist, answered
questions asked by persons in the
audience by movements and all were
answered correctly.
For Instance, one .person asked tha
hypnotist to have her go to one per
son ana get a pencil and take to an
othar. person,.- - .on the opposite, tide
or the house, and'she did so without
a mis-ste- p
or a ' mistake.
Another
requested the hypnotist to have the
subject go up on the stage and slap
a certain young man Brown, by
name, and she did so with such tell
Ing effect that the smack could be
heiird all over the house.
The performance on the stage by
subjects taken from th)e audience
were grotesque and many of them
seemed very real, while others were
rather flimsy. While some of those
who went on the stage
are well
known In the city, the addresses of
others could not be secured. As far
as could be learned they were strangers in the city.
The Griffiths will hold forth at the
opera hou.se the Temnlnder of the
week. The attendance last evening
about half filled the Elks' opera
house.
Is

HOME-MAD-

E

PICCALILLI
and TOMATO SOY
with your meals

at the

Columbus
Motel

French
Bakery
Bread and Cakes
AREIGETTING

FAMOUS

...

That's the Kind Your
jMother.W
Trying to '' Make

ir

Edwards

&

Nickel

202 East Central

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

MONDAY
N o v e m be r

1 1

WADE

GEO. M. COHAN'S
Great Musical Play

Little
Johnny Jones
80

PEOPLE

80

Two Carloads of Scenery
The Most Fascinating Music
Ever Written

AND

OMRS

DE-

Wanted To find my wife, Grace
Rudolph. Address John Rudolph,
Palace hotel, Albuquerque.
John Rudolp'.i arrived here Sunday from Llitlu Kim, Texas, and
Bince coming here has been hunting
for his wife who wrote him that she
was in this city without money and
that he should either send her money to piiv her fare home or come
and get her. Mr. Rudolph received
this letter the latter part of last week
and immediately drove to Frisco,
Texas, the nearest railroad station
from his home and there boarded a
train for Albuquerque.
to give any
"My wife neglected
residence address In her letter to
me, but I did not think I
would
In finding
her
have any trouble
here," said Mr. Rudolph.
"I have
many
police
inquiries and the
made
have Assisted me all they could, but
as yet we have not located Mrs.
Rudolph.
in
"There is nothing mysterious
this matter except that It seems
strange I cannot get a trace of my
wife In this city. Mhe left home last
September and went to relatives In
Kldorado, Kan. Then she went to
Mexico to visit a brother, but did not
tlnd him. The next I heard she was
in this city without money. I have
addressed a letter to her In the
postofflce here, but as yet that has
been unclaimed. My wife was not
III that I know of and there was no
for her to reek to evade me.
When she left home last September
she wore a red dress, but of course,
I do not know that she still wears
that dress. She is a dark complected
woman, thirty-si- x
years of age and
about five feet tall. I will feel grateful to any one who will assist me
hardly
In finding Mrs. Rudolph. I
think it possible that she has left
the city after writing to me. She perhaps is living in some private boarding bosse and does not know of my
presence in the city.''
J
LOOKS

A MAN THAT

W. B.

LIKE

"Good morning, Mr. Brown. Oh
excuse me; I am mistaken in the
man. I thought that you were W. R
Brown, district freight and passen
ger agent for the anta Fe, of El
Paso."
This greeting, with the subsequent
apology, was (heard in the lobby of
the A vara do this morning.
"Yes, you're mistaken,"
said the
I
man so addressed.
know Mr
Brown, however, and will apologize
to him the next time I see him.
am from Kl Paso and wiU probably
have the opportunity very shortly."
for w. n
The man mistaken
Brown, the well known railroad oftlclal, was f . G. Harless, western agent
-

Paint
LIGHT CRYSTAL AUDIENCES for the flherwin-WIUlacompany.' He Is the counterpart of
IMr. Brown
In every respect size.
stature, smooth shaved, a brunette,
eye,
Geo. L. Wade, the merry minstrel comely countenance, twinkling
business air. In fact he
man, resplendent In burnt cork, a cleverness,
like Mr, Brown that han-t- a
white starelied
costume and the Is soFe much
conductors yould not hesitate
skeleton of a palm-lea- f
fan, made for a moment
to take a ,pass from
merry a few brief minutes nt the him even In
this day when passes are
Crystal last night to the delight of so
hard to get by the man whose
everybody. Mr. Wade is a real co- name
is not on the Santa Fe pay
median, all right, all right, and he
roll.
will undoubtedly draw large houses
Mr. Harless Is stopping In the city
to the Crystal all week.
a day while en route to Bl Paso
Grace Russel and Co. was another for
a business trip to Chicago.
from
act that seemed to please right well.
They do a burlesque Tin Uncle Tom's
LCW PRICKD COAL is not necCabin that Is ridiculous but funny.
A Race for Millions has lost none essarily cheap but we have a $8.50
of Its fascination for the lovers of coal that Is worth the money. Call
sensation and Billy Behan and Co., and see it. W. H. Hahn & Co.
though In their last week of stock,
If you want anything on earth, you
seem to go well with the audience.
It through the want columns
Last night they Introduced a new can get Evening
Citizen. We get restunt, that of chasing each other of The
sults.
about in the audience.
Rogers' song Is as usual very pretty
and well rendered.
Cerrlllof
AND
LAST.
FIRST
lump first in quality and lasts longMattresses mmlo over at Chas. I er. $7.60 per ton. W. H. Hahn &
Kcppcler'a 317-1- 0
Co.
South Second.
.

Prices $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75
IN MEMORIAM
A loving husband and father, Jose
E. Alontoya, died at Thoreau, N. M.,
Sunday evening at the age of fifty-on- e
years. He had beer. Ill for some
hours and after receiving the holy
away most
sacrament, he pasted
peacefully Into the everlasting life,
leaving behind to grieve over his untimely death, a wife, a married
daughter, Mrs. Telesfero Mlrabal, of
San Rafael, four other daughters,
three sons, a slater at Santa Fe, a
brother at Raton, and many other
relatives.
The funeral was held Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock and the funeral
cortege in carriages and wagons accompanied the remains to their last
resting place in the Catholic cemetery.
The bereaved family extends its
sincere thanks to the friends for
their sympathy during their sad bereavement.
lMIea Cured In 6 to 14 Hays.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed

to
cure any case of itching, blind,
4
In
piles
protruding
to
bleeding or
14 days or money refunded. CO cents.

c

The Home Restaurant
207 West Gold Avenue
Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Muiic While You Eat
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals
$25.00 - - Per Month
$6.t,o - - Per Week
- - .
breakfast
25c
Dinner and Supper- 35c
-

-

Breakfast
-

Dinner
Supper

-

-

6 to 9
1

2

to

2

5:30 to 7:30

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress

AFTER EXISTING
EVILS
11

Yv

II

v

Summers
Burkhart. an attorney,
took up much of the time of the city
council last night in .discussing the
gas that he gets at his house, 801
West Tljeras avenue, from the pipes
Gas,
of the Albuquerque
Electric
Light & Power company.
Besides
submitting to the council a lengthy
manuscript setting forth his grievances, Mr. Burkhart spoke to the
council for some length, of time, Jie
said that the gas company was not
living up to the terms of Its franchise and that its franchise snould be
taken away.
T. N. Wllkerson, member of the
council, also spoke at length upon
the subject agreeing with Mr. Burkhart in many respects.
K. C. Butler, manager of the company, having been notified that a denouncement of the company's property would be mads at the council,
was present and offered a vigorous
protest. He said that the company
was living up to the terms of Its
franchise in every respect. He explained that a number of improvements had recently been made at tho
plant and that Albuquerque was getting the best gas it had ever had. He
said that the reason why some people
were making complaints now was
because they were compelled to pay
the full rale for the gas they used.
Mayor McKee Interrupted Mr. Butler and told him that he could continue his arguments' after the council meeting. Too much time had been
taken up by the discussion already.
The subject was dismissed by the
mayor appointing a committee to Investigate the gas furnished by the
company by the use of a gus tester.
The committee was also appointed a
grievance committee to which dissatisfied patrons
of the company
may carry tlieir troubles.
This committee was Instructed to
purchase the gas tester, make tests
of the gas furnished to Albuquerque
consumers, and satisfy itself as to
conditions before reporting.
Mr. Ma tier Makes Statement.
Knowing the Interest manifest In
the lighting and heating situation by
the people Just at present. The Citizen today secured a statement from
K. C. Butler, manager of the company.
Air. Butler said:
"The quality of gas has been at all
times, with the exception of two or
three Instances, of standard quality
of 18 candle power, and under a
pressure of 40 tenths of an inch,
which we were forced to place in the
mains to maintain the service at the
highest passible standard.
It
necessary to adjust the air
mixers, which are on all stoves, to
iget the proper percentage of air mixed with the gas after, it leaves the
pipes and enters the burner .pipes on
the stoves, and igas flowing with a
slightly increased velocity, takes up
more air than enough to reduce its
rienness and give the blue name,
which Is necessary to give the great
est amount of heat. Consequently it
is necessary to close the air mixers
reducing the flow of air. The flow
of gas through the pipe is the same
regardless of the condition of the
mixer, as there Is no change made
in the size of the opening through
which the gas passes.
"Under the higher pressure now on
the mains an open burner will not
give a satisfactory Usht. no matter
ir tne gas was of 20 candle power
because the greater the velocity of
the flow of gas causes it to take up
too much air at the tip, giving a
bluish flame. With a mantle burn
er the light is Increased over 60 per
cent with the same gas consumption.
Before Increasing tho pressure It was
only possible to nil a mantle about
d
of its height. At present
the mantles are filled three quarters
to seven eights full of white light
giving at least 60 per cent mure
ikgni. Dirty burners or broken man
ties will not give light under any
circumstances and this Is a condition
for which the company is not responsible as it has no control over the
condition of the consumers apparatus. An adjustment of the air mixers on a mantle burner is necessary
as every one knows that burns gas
in Albuquerque
or any other eltv.
Coal or water gas Is composed of
several ingredients, and gas standing
in tne mains or services will sepa
rate to a certain extent, the lighter
or poorer gases rising from the mains
in the street to the house pipes excluding the richer gas, which can
first lighting a burner shows of a
very poor quality. A very few moments are necessary to expell the
lighter gas, after which the properly mixed gas will follow, giving the
proper light or fire, provided the
mixers are properly adjusted.
"It Is acknowledged by the best
gas engineers in the country under
a high pressure the consumer gets
sngntiy more service for the money.
in tne ratio of one or two per cent
A gas meter registers volume, and
Its construction is such that the In
creased pressure does not affect its
registration, the k;ls being compress
ed to a greater extent a larger
amount passes through the meter at
each expansion of the bellows, the
number of expansions of the bellow
being registered by the dial, and cal
culated in cubic feet. The gas upon
reaching the atmosphere expands to
atmospheric pressure regardless of
the. pressure on the mains and gives
more gas to the consumer than If
under a lower pressure as under the
more dense condition of the gas
while passing the meter a larger
amount passes with the same registration.
"An adjustment of air mixers so
that a blue flame with a slightly red
tip appears on the stove burner gives
the greatest amount of heat, and
when this adjustment is maintained
the gas will do m re wtrk in less
time than under the lower pressure.
adjustment will
But an improper
consume more gad ai it takes longer
to do the same work
as the hest
qualities have been reduced.
It is
possible to kill the heat qualities of
the richest gas 'by a poor adjustment
of the stove. Tho patrons who have
endeavored to adjust
their stoves
have had no cause to complain nor
will any one who will endeavor to
adapt themselves to the better service.
"There are some Ave hundred gas
consumers on the mains and it is
necessary to adopt the system and
plan that will give to the largest
number the btit service. It l Impossible to make a special arrangedecided'y
ment for a few consu-ners- .
In the minority."
.
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For the Man of the House
Nothing is more Popu- -
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Company Management Makes Mayor McKee Tells Commit
teemen That They Should
Statement Regarding
Service.
Get Busy.
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The Bus'est Drug House Between Denver and Lot Angeles
10

change.

3 from Matthew
1

TO

Seven Show Windows
the moHt progressive lrug Houses
complete
goods

Clob House Goods will
soit yot exactly. Yoo
will find them the best
you ever . used. Clob
House customers never

page nvic.

CITY

Watch of

:

CITIZEN.
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GOODS
HOLIDAY
Our
Keep

CLUB HOUSE
GOODS WILL

EVENINO

The meeting of the city council
last night was one of protest and as
a result some definite action will be
existing
certain
taken to remedy
Mayor McKee urged that the
evils.
eouncllmen Appointed to committees
show more vigor In going after the
business entrusted .to them sod that
they seek to perform their duties
with more promptness. The meeting
was a thoroughly live one and
a
volume
considerable
of business
was transacted and a number of im.
portant matters discussed.
Reports of City Officers.
The report of the city clerk for
the month of October showed that
$2,48.25 was collected In city li
censes.
The city treasurer's report showed
a balance In the city treasury, of
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Chiffonier or a Dacha- tor's Wardrobe

V

We Mmw them In nil grades, ami
newest patterns, and; all desirable
finishes. Prices all tlie, way from

'1

$10.00

to

'

Jul
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ALBERT FABER
CENTRAL AVENUE

308-31- 0

$17,000.

ISO
The city marshal reported
made and $7TS collected in
fines.
Building permits calling for construction work to the amount
of
$12,500
were bsued
during the
month.
city
physician
reported
The
twelve births, forty-on- e
deaths for
the month and ten contugeous dis
ease cases.
A petition asking that the pool of
stagnant water at the corner of
be
Fifth street and Iron avenue
filled up was read and referred to
committee.
This pool Is a menace
to the school children and should be
Immediately filled.
Walks Must If,-- Unlit.
Considerable attention was nrlven
.by the council to the
matter of
nuilding Milewalka. A list of persons
who have not complied with the city
ordinance in this respect was read
and the street commissioner Instruct
ed to see these parties and
warn
them that the city would
build the
walk and charge ' the- - cost to the
property owners If Immediate steps
were not taken to build for themselves. In the matter of the much discussed Vlvlana sidewalk, upon a motion of Alderman Honley. the city
attorney was Instructed to draw up
an agreement wun
Mr.
Vlvlana,
whereby the walk may be built
without further delay.
Kicks Against Telephone Compnnv.
A number of kicks against
the
telephone company were registered
at the meeting. The objections were
cnietly against the charge of two
dollars by the company for Installing phones in the houses of subscribers. The matter will be taken
up with the city attorney.
Cutting Otlt Combination Stores.
The police committee
submitted
an amendment to Ordinance
39V.
the ordinance now under considerato
tion, and which is
prohibit liquor
irom Deing sou in tne same room
with other merchandise, or In the
combination
stores.
The
amendment stipulates that the ordinance should not go into effect
until three months after the date of
Its passage.
The proposed ordinance In regard
to the establishment
of a public
scales and maintaining
a public
sealer of weights and measures, was
referred to committee for further
amendments.
I' to Board of llcallli Again.
A letter from City Scavenger Mitchell, explaining minutely his position and what he thinks should be
done In the matter of disposing of
the city refuse was read and this
mi.tter was again referred to the
board of health. Mr. Mitchell reiterated his former statements
that
he was not able to make a profit
out of his contract with the city under present condition, and asked the
city authorities see to It that the
garbage ordinance was enforced and
that tho people be compelled to buy
the prescribed kind of garbage cans:
that they be not allowed to hire any
other than the city scavenger to
haul refuse and that he be not compelled to bull il a crematory as provided In the contract. He said he
would be willing to provide a suitable dumping ground across the Rio
Orande, where It would be a nuisance to nobody and would guarantee
the city good rervlce If he were
given a fair chance.
The board of
health was instructed to confer with
Mr. Mitchell again and seek to come
to a definite understanding and report to the city council at the next
meeting, at which time It Is hoped
thi question will be finally disposed of.
Those present at the meeting last
night were Mayor McKee, Aldermen
Hanley, Hayden, Reaven. Isherwood.
Neustadt and Wllker.on. Citv Clerk
I,ee.
McMIUIn,
Chief of Police
Building Inspector Whltcomb, Street
Tlerney,
City Kngl-neCommissioner
Cladding and Chief of the Fire
Department
After the
Hurtles.
usual routine business the council
adjourned.
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In Connection with the former

GROCERY BUSINESS
EVERYTHING--BOT-
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BICYCLES
KEY FITTER

SPORTING GOODS
REPAIR ANYTHING
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMUERCL.

At Consistent
Prices

j j

RV THF FflDFI firtf
(He la Bald Behind.)

TfltfF TIMF

C OA L
AMERICAN BLOCK. '
CEKIULL09
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Furnace,
Mixed.

The proper time to consider the serious consequences of long continued
Eye Strain is

NOW

The highest authorities declare thai
75 to ttl) per cent of all headaches
are due to Eye Strain. It is one of
the most common symptoms but
there are many others. Come In
and let us explain your case. Examination Free.
O. Dm
C. Mm
W.
Ave.
432.
Central
Phone
til

CARNES,

'

CLEAN GAS COKE.

Nut

SMITHING COAL.
NATIVE KINDLING-FOCASH

ONLY.

R

WOOD
TELEPHONE

tl.

W. H, HAHN & CO.
C. F. Allen
Gal

yanked Cornices, Sky
LigHts,

Slock

and Storage
Hot

ranks,
Air

Furnaces,

Tin

Roofing:,

Guttering, etc.
General

Jobbing

305 West Gold

WILL MAKE THE YOUNG GROW
STUOXQ AND HEALTHY
good, wholesome, nourishing bread,
far better than meats, and Just what
the childish bodleswant with milk
and fruits. Lots of good, rich, red
P. MATTEUCCI
blood comes coursing after the eating of pure wheat, rye or graham
SHOE
STORE AND REPAIRS bread from Balling's bake shop.
er

Green Front
105 North First Street

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St

IT WILL PAY YOU

two blocks and get a
and Decorations
suit for $17.(0. a $22 suit for Fair Signs
$14 50, a $25 overcrmt for $18 and
a $20 overcoat for $12.(0.
Work welZ done no delay
At prices you can surely pay.
Cash E. MAHARAM'S or Credit State
your plan and he will tit it
And you'll be glad that
Wist Central
to walk down
S2U

Sie

a

Consult

Reliable

Full Set of Teeth
Gold rilling
II. 50 up
96
Gold Crowns
Painlera Extracting. , . M)c

Dentist

$8

ALL WOKK ABSOLCTKLT GUAR-

ANTEED.

IKS.

COPJP and PETTJT-ItOOIS. N. T. AHMIJO BLOG

"STACY
DID
IT"
Phone
South 2nd
741.

A

WARM

325

St.

PROPOSITION
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Beauty Parlors
120 South Fourth St.
'HalrDreMlet

Fclal Manige
Elcctrolosls
Mankurlof
Children's Hair Cattlag

Shampooing
Scalp Trtitmcai

We manufacture all kinds
of Ladies' Hair Goods. Com.
plete ilne of Switches, Pompadours, PufTa. Wigs, etc.
HEAL HAIR NETS
Sanitary French Hair
Rolls.
The
new pomp Wave.
All
shades to be worn under the
hair Instead of ruffing one's
own novelties In back and aide
combs.
Mr. and Mrs.

James Slaughter,

Proprietors

imimniiiiimiHmii
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These cold mtsrnlngs and evenings
Is
Loose
Book
us of warm underwear,
remind
blankets, and iullts. We have got
Is
you
combuy call and
them. Before
pare quality and price.
Perfectly Flat Opening;
A good ileece ribbed garment for
women at 2ue. others Sue to $1.25.
may Im liMrrted or removAgood fleece ribbed garment for men ed Sheets
liouml books may be
35c, others 60c to $1.25. Children's cut tiMtamly.
down and puuclunl for It.
underwear 15c to 40c, as to sizes.
Blankets 50c to $10. Quilts $1 to ket.Tlie bent of Its kind on Ute mar$3.50.

a

CASH BUYERS' UNION
122 North Second

that

Leaf

H. S. LITHGOW
Bookbinder,
Phono 24.
Rubber htnnifi Maker. 313 W. lolU.
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BITTERS

CAPITAL

If you require a medicine
to tone the Stomach and
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Now Stool

The framework of the cars I' of
steel: the side plates are of steel;
the floor Is of steel covered with
cement; the curving roof is of steel;
the Interior decorations are steel or
Even the curmaterial.
tains and draperies are
and the paint used In decorating the
coaches Is of a sort that does not
ly help London to finance American
requirement. Fortunately, we are
in a position to command more or
less of the precious metal.
Europe

mining code of

el

coaches will go to the nsh heap.
In the first of the new steel
cars
'
Just turned nut the officials believe
the secret of safe transit has been
solved.

fire-pro-
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FINANCES ARE
IN BETTER

SHAPE
Henry Clews Says There Is a
Marked Improvement
In Sight.
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must have our wheat, our cotton
and our copper. From these Ihree
article alone we have been able to
materially Increase our Imports of
gold.
Another Important source of
relief has been the freer buying by
London of American securities, which
are now at exceedingly attractive
prices to European Investors. The
stock market certainly offers many
very unu-ua- l
bargains to the outright buyer of securites.
Illsky lliiMlnoM.
Marginal transactions still involve
unusual risk on every side of the
account, but to the cash ptircnaser
the present opportunity Is an unusual one. People who have taken
their funds out of the banks during
the recent scare should reinvest them
In sound Interest-payin- g
securities.
Hy this means they will be performing a service to themselves in
securing profitable investments and
a service to the public by returning
money to the channels of circulation.
The recent deposition
to
hoard money was one of the most
dangerous elements In the panic.
Money was withdrawn from use at
the very time when it was most
needed;
more
frequently
from
senseless fear than for good reasons.
From now on conditions
In
the
money market will gradually
Improve, and borrowers with good collateral will find little or no difficulty
in securing accommodations.
There
may be some trouble In renewing
maturing obligations, but these are
matters which will come up for adjustment with the progress of time.
It Is well to recognize that In gen
eral business we have turned the
corner; that commodity values must
recede. Economy must be practiced
not only In business, but In private
affairs. If these facts are recognized, the process of readjustment
can be accomplished In a gradual
and orderly
fashion, and In due
time the foundation will be laid for
renewed activity and prosperity.
Market Will he Irrocular.
For some time to come an Irregular stock market must be anticipated. Such rallies as may occur
are sure to be taken advantage of
ror me liquidation of weak spots,
and until these are eliminated no
permanent recovery can be anticipated. Moreover the market
will
need a period of rest for recuperation, and little speculative buying of
Importance can be Indulged In until
the money market resumes
more
normal conditions. Eventually there
will be a glut in the money market,
and low rates will rule. but that
period is not yet in sight.
Recent experiences emphasize the
necessity for establishing an elastic
currency system. For several years
we have been adding freely to our
currency supplies to meet ths growing requirements of trade.
When
buHlnei-contracts we shall find ourselves with an oversupply of currency and no means of regulation.
We need an automatic elastic currency system through banks of Issue, corresponding to the Canadian
system, which for inany years has
worked so smoothly and safely under conditions similar to those in
the United States. No means has
yet
been found for preventing
panics, but a scientific currency system would go far towsrds avoiding
such crises and mitigating their ef-reci. Congress could not devote Its
time to a better purpose this winter
than a reform In our present antiquated and clumsy currency methods.
HENRY CLEWH.
s

OUR AMERICAN BLOCK Is the
cleanest deep vein Gallup lump. All
coal. Carefully screened.
No slack
or slate. Guaranteed value. W. II.
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ARIZONA

FAIR

Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. S. That all
may ibe entertained who attend the
fair at Phoenix Nov. 11 to 16, many
forms of amusement will be provid
ed, the most important being the
harness and running races. There
are now stabled on ths grounds in
excess of one hundred .horses, .which
are entered In the racing events, and
there are enough other horses enter
ed which are yet to arrive to swell
the number above two hundred. This
Is to be the. largest race meet held
this year west of the Mississippi. It
will be productive
of exceptionally
fast time and close finishes. In one
event. In addition to others, there are
Ave horses entered that 'have been
racing In the grand circuit this sea-

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

son.
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cough, from any cause
quickly stopped by Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure. And It is so thoroughly harmless and afe, that Dr. Nhoop
tells mothers everywhere to give it
even to very
without hesitation
young babies. The wholesome green
leaves and tender stems of a
mountainous shrub, furnish
to
properties
the
Dr.
New Law Has Been Under Shoop'scurative
Cough Cure. It calms the
cough, and heals the sore and
Consideration For
No
bronchial
membranes.
opium, no chloroform, nothing harih
'
suppress.
to
injure or
Simply
used
Some Years.
a resinous plant extract, that helps
to heal aching lungs. The Spaniards
which the doctor
call this
Tha mining coda of Mexico Is un- uses, "Theshrub
Sacred Herb."
Demand
der general revision, and It la likely Dr. Shoop's.
no other. - Sold
Take
that the present session of congress by all dealers.
will enact a law embodying some
new and important modifications of
Are you looking for sotnemingT Rethe general code, clearing up par- member
the want columns of The
ticularly some of the points which Evening Citizen
are for your especial
were not specific under former acts. benefit. It
to the people and
The new mining taw has been un- they talk to talks
you.
der consideration tor some months
by the government authorities, and
In tha deliberations the Chamber of
Mines,
a quasi public body, has
partlcipltated.
The new code is into
be more generally favortended
able to mining and to strengthen
the industry.
There has been considerable discussion as to the advisability and
the possibility of Including oil and
coal lands under the general statute
permitting mineral land location. As
it .stands now, these resources belong the owners of the surface
T ET two women have the
rignts, which Is not the case with
practically all of the base and prec
same materials and one
ores.
ious
The discussion has
will make the better batch of
aroused much opposition both by
the owners of the lands supposed to
bread.
contain coal or oil and by those
The same principle applies
who have purchased lands or have
developed mines on lands held under
clothes-makin- g.
in
Most boys'
the land title.
There sems to. be little likelihood
clothing is just ordinary.
that the government will take the
XIEA222D is the one best,
radical step of assuming proprietorship of the coal and oil deposits.
guaranteed brand because of
This might have ben done at ths
the greater ability of the manoutset without disturbing established
Interests, but at the present time
ufacturers and better work- the proposition would result tn a
manship.
great deal of injury and confusion.
A ticking

JOSHUA I. RATNOfcDa
V. W. FLOURNOY
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Compsoy

WHEN YOU WANT)

MONEY

XTRAGOOn

CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

Clothes

Are Made Best

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

CO.MIXG EVENTS.
November 4 to 8 The Griffith
Hypnotic company.
11
Johnny
November
Little
Jones.
November 15 Arizona.
November 18 to 23 The Wolford
Stock Company.
November 26 and 87 The McFee
Stock Company.
November 80. Peck's Bad Boy.
December 2 The Mayor of Toklo.
December 18 The Wizard
of
Wall Street.
Iecember 2tt and 27 Raffles.
December 28 The Eagle's Eye.
December 80 Buster Brown,

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

o

He Fought at Rettytdiurg.
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y.,
who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
"Electric Bitters have done me more
good than any medicine I ever took
For several years I had stomach
trouble, and paid out much money
for medicine to little purpose, until
I began taking Electric Bitters.
I
would not take $500 for what they
have done for me." Grand tonic for
the aged and for female weakness.
Great alterative and body builder;
sure cure for lame Duck and weak
kidneys.
Guaranteed by all drug
gists. 60c.

wire
-

eV0'l

UP

FAS! HORSES FOR

is

Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy without them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene
trating- and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for tha
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering;, as numbers have
testified aud said, "it is worth
Its weight in gold." $1.00 per r
bottle of druggists.
Hook containing
valuable iifortuation mailed free.
THf

Colds.

Passen-

'U

O. E. CROMWELL.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO..

pepsia, Indigestion, Biliousness, Headache and

ger tir.
smoke or throw off poisonous vapor
under fire.
The cars are lighted by electricity.
trucks are
The four and
of a new desigtn. calculated to overcome track Jumping. The brakes
are new, designed to resist a . tremendous pressure.
The entrance doors being on the
side the problem of ventilating the
cars has been given careful consideration and a new plan submitted
by the
fuperlntendent
of motive
power has been adopted.
Such of the new cars an have
been completed are being submitted
to severe tests, to discover any
weakness that may exist.

tifliiWfl t If

Omaha, Neb., Nov. 4. The Union
Pacific railroad will demonstrate to
the world shortly that this company
for one has learned
the lesson
taught by the burning and mangling
and maiming of hunjreds of thousands of passengers on the railroads
of America.
Every wheel in the t P. shops Is
now turning
for the purpose
of building steel coaches. Within
two years every passenger, mall and
baggage car owned by the road will
be constructed of steel. The wooden

hr.

Tyc

kX.Tt

KM
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Assistant Cashier.
3. C. BALDUIDGE,

A. M. BfiACKWELL

far super-

J.

W.

Vice lYeddent and Cnsliior.
WILLIAM JHolNTOSII,

ior to anything else. Try
one bottle and b. convinced. It also cures Dys-

v

'

W. S. STUICKXER,

digestive organs, to restore
the appetite and open up
the clogged bowels, you'll

New York. Nov. S. 'The acute
stage of the financial crisis has passed; hysteria has subsided and the
situation now appears well under
control. This does not mean that an
immediate recovery is to be expected.
Recuperation will be slow and Irregular; the causes for the recent colWIE11D TAU0 OF A HUNTElt
lapse being too deep seated and complex
Indulge in any false hopes in
Two Quail at One Kliot and that to
KllllUten
respect. It is now fully recogWatc-hrSquirrel
nised that the crisis was chiefly due
Get Drunk.
to the exhaustion of floating capital.
Additional sources of weakness were
This Is a hunting story.
overextension of credit, the overIt may likewise be a "fish" story. the
of securities, the ImpairIt wts told this morning by a man production
ment
of confidence by corporate miswhose veracity will not be question- management,
and the occasional ined. Let those who would use a terference of national
and state govgrain or two of salt do so.
ernments in corporation affairs. Wall
"A couple of queer things hapnow
street
amply
has
discounted all
pened to us the other day while we of these drawbacks, having
so
were out for quail. Jack
and I In three successive stages bydone
wer together. The first thing, Jim of the breaks in March. Augustmeans
and
hot two quail with one shot. Queer?
In the financial district the
of course Its queer, but he did it The October.
Is gradually righting itself.
situation
quail were fighting when Jack spied
liquidation on a tremendous
thm. He let go at their heads, After the
surest and most natural re
"which were close together, and upon scale
gold Imports, over
came
lief
my word, he blew both of their $25,000,000 through
thus far been en
heads off with the one charge. That's gaged. Thehaving
other form of relief
all the quail we fhou
Clearing
of
that
certificates
House
"Well, we cooked them for dinartificial, was equally efficient.
ner and sat on a log to eat. They though
This latter expedient has been resorttasted pretty good too.
While we
to in many of the leading clearing
were eating,
playful little ed
three
nouses In uLnerent parts of the coun
squirrels, so came along and hopped try
and has done much to restore the
on a log. We weren't afu-- r squirrels equilibrium;
so, too, has Secretary
mo didn't shoot them. We wanted to
Cortelyou's
and liberal ac
see how tame they were though, so tion, as wellprudent
as the generous assist
placed some crumbs on the log and ance of our leading
bankers.
prepared to retire and watch them.
Mlrtako to Anticipate.
Jack had an Inspiration, though.
We had some 'bait' along, as a matwe have already yald. It would
ter of course, so Jack poured a li- be Asa mistake
ttle of it into a hollow In the log. recovery In to anticipate a prompt
values and business.
The squirrels made for the erumbe While Wall street
had its full
as soon as they spied them, and share of liquidation, has
process of
there was a merry scrap. They readjustment is now ine
passing on and
cleaned them all up.
extending
to industrial and commer
"1 declare to goodness. If they
affairs. Fortunately the storm
didn't smell the whiskey then. You cial
Wall
street with values already
truck
taught to have Feen that scrap. They upon a low plane,
greatly mitiailed Into each other right, first one gated the force which
of the blow and
drinking and then the other. The averted a disastrous
Many
panic.
flrtt hlng we knew two of them l commodities, however, are upon
ff that log, dead drunk. I never high level and a majority of our In- a
w anything like It."
have until recently been
He sailed out without saying what dustries
working under full pressure, and the
the "bart" was.
inevitable
curtailment
of
credit
means a lessening of their activity.
Economy In management will now
RECIFE DOI'I COST
have to be enforced: many hands
will necessarily be discharged,
and
with the purchasing power of the
consumpimpaired
people
the
thus
TO
tion of staple goods will surely de
crease. This turn in the tide comes
In many respects at an
opportune
since there are few markets
Rheumatism la easier to avoid than lime
which are burdened with an over- to cure, states a well known author- supply
of merchandise.
ity. Every man. woman and child
any material
Nevertheless,
de
should dress as warmly as pos
hre
sible, and, above all else, keep the crease tn consumption would soon
a period of overproduc
feet dry. Avoid cold and exposures, lead us Into Its
unpleasant
conse
tion with
and don't become constipated.
itheumatixm la strictly a blood dis quences, and It is here where lies
merIn
of
point
the
weakness
the
by
ease, cauwd
kidneys,
inactive
whicJi. through cold or exposure or chandise markets. Iwer prices for
bring
us
will
however,
improper diet, fall in their duty of commodities,
tillering' the rheumatic poisons from to a more normal and healthy situaThis poisonous wale tion, stimulate consumption and enthe blood.
a fresh furward movement.
matter, uric acid, oxllate of lime, courage prices
for wheat and copper
urea, etc., if not mruined from the Lower
greatly stimulated the
already
have
decomposes
set
promptly,
and
tilood
articles. Cotton has
ties about the Joints and musclon. export of these by
high prices: but
been
held back
causing rheumatic disease.
pressure
monetary
Is likely to have
In damp or chUly cold weather the
kidney are made to do double work the same effect in this as in other
The pores of the skin all over the markets. Monetary
Situation.
body do not assist in eliminating the
throwing thla
hows
situation
The monetary
poiiiuim of the body,
time
work to the kidneys, which become aome Improvement, although
clogged and feeble, thus causing not and call rates are abnormally high.
Engonly rheumatism, but all forms of The advance In the liank of
per
backache,
kidney
weak land rate of 1 per cent to tt
troubles.
entirely unexpected. In
bladder and urinary troubles. and eent was not large
gold Imports from
view of our
vomeome terriuie Diooa aisuraers.
quarter.
any
There Is more or less
of these that
lAt the first sign of
in
both London and
rtratn
financial
simple
following
tihe
troubles
should be mixed and taken Berlin, consequently the gold move
meal ment meet with resistance. In cafe
in teaspoonful dusea after each Danof necessity, however, our demands
Extract
and at bedtime: Kluld
ounce; Compound Sis likely to be satisfied. Our bor
delion, one-hafall srs
U argon, one ounce; Compound Syrup rowings In Europe this
much lower than for several years.
ajsaparlUa. three ounces.
us
giving
prefer
would
supply
and
London
can
good
- Jwy
pharmacy
to stop distrust
thva ingredients, and all the mining tha gold lit order
shua-Injurs
the
which might
TMtutrtil is to shake weli in a
Paris would quick
tlon over there.
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UNA, President.

SOLOMON
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Mntlulrlst Minister Recommend
Chamberlain'
Cough Itemed y.
"We
have
used
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy In our home for seven
years, and It has always proved to
be a reliable remedy.
We have
found that It would do more than
the manufacturers claim for it. It
is especlaly good for croup and
whooping cough.
Rev. James A. Lewis,
Pastor Mllaca. Minn., M. C. Church.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
old by all druggists.

ACCOSniODATlOX

AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

Officers and Plrectorst

Resident Banked
Cash But Is Still Being
Pursued.

A

ntOrEIt

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITOItS EVERY
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BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Prescott

l'hoenix, Arti.. Nov. ".
nfllent
being pursued by thieves
Ihnt he
hn nie tryinit to rub him of $3,iOl,
which Ihey think he has In his
M. Anderson h:is enlisted the
((Torts of the city police to locate the
men and place them under nrrest.
recently
Anderson arrived here
from Yavapai county with $3,000.
Tvhlrh he obtained from the sale of
mining claims In the northern part of
Arizona. Thl. he prudently placed
in the bank almost as soon as he
re;u'hed town, but he mentioned the
fact of his having ths money to numerous friends about town, and It Is
Supposed that the statement reached
the ears of some person or persons
who could ue he money and were
not very particular about the method
of acquiring It.
At any rate, as he was 'walking
past the old Gibson stables Monday
night on his way to his room at the
Jefferson lodging house on East Jefferson street, wo men emerged from
the shadow of a high adobe wall,
evidently with the Idea of accosting
Anderson. But he had his wlta with
him and told them to be on their
way or he would use his personal Influence to that end. They accordingly
disappeared.
followed Mm Home.
It Is supposed, however, that they
followed nim home, for that night
the room adjoining Anderson's was
entered and a pair of trousers was
stolen from It. Tuesday night, another room In close proximity to that
occupied by Anderson was broken Into by thieves and a pocketbook, containing a small sum of money, was
taken. One of the burglars was' seen
immediately after the act and Is described aa being a large, heavy set
man. although It was too dark to distinguish his features accurately.
The police have thus far been unable to locate thla man or to Implicate others In the robbery, and the
description furnished Is rather too
meager to admit of much hope of
effecting a capture.

5, 1907.
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L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE, N. U.
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Every item that goes into
the Norfolk, and all our other
XTRAooop styies for boys,
must match up to the highest
standard; every step in the
process of making is a separate,

xcluslT. Stock of Staple Qroc.ri.s ta
Southwest.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
,

Tha telephone makes the
.deUca lighter, the care leee
and the worrtee I ewer.

pr
telephone
TM
jroar health, proloaga yew Ufa
and protects your homo.

distinct, perfect piece of work.

M. MANDELL
Fine Clothing & Furnishings

rOC KIL

A

TKLMPUONt

IN YOUR HOMft

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
KWOOOOOX0CX3XCeX
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TIESDAY,

NOVEMBER 5,

TheaterT WIN

Elks'

Comedy
Company
NIGHTS- commencing
MONDAY.

4

NOVEMBER

JVST ONE LOXG LAUGH.

0
Wild Blindfold Drive And Free Street
Extiibltlon at 4:15 Opening Day.
Starting at Postofflcc.
PRICES 25, 35, aiid 50 cents.
One Indy admitted with every paid
ticket opening night, if purclkasod
before 7:30 at tlie bos office.

NEW:

THE

CRYSTAL THEATRE
Modern Vaudeville
D. H. CORDIER. Manager.

Week of November 4
GEORGE L. WADE
The Merry Minstrel.

ILLUSTRATED SONGS
GRACE RUSSELL A CO.
Uncle Tom's Cabin up to date.

CRYSTAL FARCE COMEDY
COMPANY
Sensational Moving Picture
Ladles' Souvenir Matinees Tuesday
and Friday.
Children's Toy Matinee Saturday
afternoon.

Admltlon
... 10 and 20o

Matlnoea
Evenings

:

...

70, 20 A 30c

No Breaking-i- n
needed

.

ttHh the foot"

Sp

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from
'he start.
The burning and aching
snused by stiff soles ;'.nd the
pvils of thin soles aie presented by the Red Crc ss. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time viU
iomfort.
A stylish
shoe

that's

absolutely
totnfortcble

N: St, Rti

Cnm

ffnt Oh Bimitr,

DOWN
Milwaukee Stockholders Are
Alarmed at Financial Conditions and Prices.

$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
Zet us fit you,.

WM. CHAPLm
121

Railroad Avtnue

Tucson, Aria., Nov. 5. Following
Instructions contained In a telegram
from Milwaukee received Monday
afternoon at Twin Buttes camp from
President D. S. Hose of the Twin
Buttes company, Supt. William
discontinued operations on
the property.
Supt. McDermott was at the camp
today and he was reached by long
He conflrmeu
distance telephone.
the report of the closing down of
the mine, but said he could assign
no reason for this order. President
Hose will be here this week.
. "It
is true that orders were received to shut down the plant, but
they came as a great surprise to
me," he said over the telephone.
"We were getting matters at the
mine In good shape and had made
several good strikes and I had not
the least idea that work would be
suspended.
"the order instructing us to close
came from President Kose of the
company and I presume that he was
following out the orders of the directors given at a special meeting
held In Milwaukee."
The suspension of the work at the
camp will come as a great surprise
to local people who own a considerable portion of the stock of the company.
Ovlmr to Finances.
There is little doubt, however, that
the tightness of the money market
at present, combined with the decline
In the
price of copper, were the
chief reasons for the closing oruer.
With copper low it is possible to
ship only high grade ore to the smel
The
ter to secure a good profit.
Twin Buttes has uncovered a num
ber of excellent ore bodies, but no
effort has been made for some time
past to ship ore as It was desired to
proceed as rapidly as possible with
the development work.
The company has had a force of
only about 60 men at work for some
months past, but it had been sup
posed that this number would be
considerably
a
Increased
within
short time. There were more than
100 miners employed at the property
one year ago, but the great majority
were let go as it was not considered
advisable to keep so many at work
simply for development.
Close Down Will bo Sliort.
It is hardly probable that the
mines will be closed down for any
considerable length of time.
Following the policy of a number
or the other companies, It is very
likely that the Twin Buttes company
will simply delay operations
until
the copper market becomes better
again ana lne price of the metal advances several cents, as It is believed
It will in a short time.
Preceding the closing down of the
Twin Buttes mines was the order
doing away with the daily train service on the railroad.
Henceforth
there will be but two trains per week
and these will run Tuesday and Sat
urday, on the other days a moter
car which can carry several pas
sengers will be used to make the
trip to the camp and return.

OX NOW AT YUMA.
--

In Country is Now
joying Solid Proierity la
bubHiuuUal Form.

Hottest Town

;

Alvarado.
Eugene Hutten, Chicago; Thomas
K. Layden. Topeka,
Kan.; J. It.
Teasdale and wife. St. Louis: H. D
Weeks, Chicago; K. B. Lousson, San
Francisco; S. O. Harless. El Paso:
W. H. Stanley, San Francisco; E. H.
McLonkey,
Denver;
Lee Hlrsch
New York: F. H. Terry. Clifton;
Solomon Luna, Los Lunas; Miss May
Jacobs. Silver Ity; Geo. E. Heyden
and wire, Topeka, Kan.

WANTED Job. Good cook; city or
county. Address X this office.
ANTED Girl tor general housework. Apply 1117 Kent avenue.
WANTED A competent dining room
girl at theColumbus hotel.
WANTED A gtrl for house work.
Family of three. IPS South Arno.
WANTED Sacks at Hahn's coa
yard.
607
boarders.
WANTED Table
South Second street
good
meals,WANTED Boarders,
707 South Third street.
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lumber Co.
dressmaking
at
WANTED Fine
reasonable rates. 61S South Third
street.
WANTED Your old hats and suits
to make like new. Albuquerque
Hatters. In the car.
goods,
second
WANTED Gents'
hand clothing, shoes and hats nt
of
615 South First street, south
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
Men
with
reasonable
WANTED
capital to Incorporate with well
established grocery business. Ap-pl- y
to D ,S. B., Citizen offlce.
WANTED To buy a si ill meat
FOR SALE
market outfit. Block, scales, saws,
cleavers, knives, etc., except Ice
driving
SALE
ladies'
Gentle
FOR
box. Call or address. B. B., Cltl-te- n
mare, bugy and horse. Complete.
office.
Mrs. Edward Frank, 303 Granite
WANTED Situation, butcher killer,
avenue.
sausage maker; cty or country.
FOR SALE Land that will pro
Address, G. ft, this offlce.
duce fortv bushels of wheat to
unfurnished
the acre, In any quantity, $12 per WANTED At once,
acre. Porterfield Co., 216 West
house three or four rooms east of
railroad. Address T. K., care citiOold avenue.
zen.
In
house
FOR SALE Three-roobargain
a
Highlands, lot 60x142.
People iO Invest money
WANTED
for $350. Porterfield Co., 216 West
In flrBt class real
estate, paying
Gold avenue.
12
to 20 per cent net. Its the
from
way
3
now.
safest
See Porter-flel- d
room
frame.
modern
Just
FOR SALE
Co., 216 West Gold avenue.
Well located.
Partly furnished,
$1,100. Dale Realty Co., 100 South
WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
Broadway.
styles in millinery to call on Miss
3
room brick.
FOR SALE Good
Crane, 612 North Second street.
good location. $1,100. Dale Realty
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Co., 100 South Broadway.
Also apprentices
wanted.
Phone
44.
FOR SALE At a sacrifice. Under
wood typewriter; good as new. Call WANTED Tinner and plumber, $3
at Millett Studio 215 West Railper day, steady work year round:
road avenue.
must be sober and a good all
FOR SALE A nice Jersey cow, S
round man. L. Hutchison McSpar-ro- n
years old. Apply 706 Slate Ave.
Co., Gallup, N. M.
FOR SALE Aermotor
windmills. WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
Wolklng
substructures.
tanks and
men, between ages of 21 and 85;
& Son, 707 North Eighth
street.
citizens of United States, of good
;
Phone 1486.
character and temperate habits,
FOR SALE The finest hot tamales
who can speak, read and write
In the city, also chill con carne.
English. For Information apply to
408 West Tljeras
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
modern
FOR
SALE Five-rooAve.. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap If sold at once. B. N. WANTED A teacher at the Boys'
Biblical and Industrial school of
Citizen.
the Albuquerque college. One who
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
can
speak English and Spanish
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
preferred.
or lady,
Gentleman
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
but gentleman preferred, as the
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
la boys only. Apply to Thos.
school
FOR SALE Magnificent assortment
Harwood, at the school 2
miles
of fruit trees, grapevines, roses and
out on north Fourth street.
ornamental stock. Let us figure
for
on your requirements In walnuts, WANTED Local representative
Albuquerque and vicinity to look
either In grafted of seedling trees.
subafter renewals and increase
Luther Burbank's latest creations.
scription
list of a prominent
on the Pacific
Largest nurseries
monthly magazine, on a salary and
Capital paid
coast: 1,200 acres.
decommission basis. Experience
New Illustrated
In $200,000.00.
Good
sirable, but not necessary.
catalogue and price list mailed
opportunity for right person. Adfree; contains valuable Informadress Publisher, Box 69, Station O,
tion. Address Fancher Creek NurNew York.
series. Box 59, Fresno, California.
George C. Roedlng, president and
manager.

FOR RENT
house furnish- ed.
Apply 708 Slate avenue.
FOIt RENT A few nicely furnish
ed rooms, by the week or month.
Steam, .heat and all modern conHotel
No
veniences.
invalids.
Cralge, Silver avenue, between
First and Second streets.
FOR RENT Good rooms on car
line.
601 South Third.
FOR RENT
Three large front
rooms, modern, with breakfast.
409 West Hunlng avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 823 South Third
street.
FOR RENT Three handsome rooms
good locality.
522
No Invalids.
West Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Nice room and board
at 615 East Central avenue, best
In the rlty: prices reasonable.
FOR RENT Modern rooms and
board, $25 per month. Mrs. Eva
L. Craig, 602 South Second street,
upstairs?
ranch with
FOR RENT A
good house and water. Cash or
Address "Ranch," care
shares.
Citizen ottice.

En-

Yuma, AtIz., Nov, 6. ThU city is
enjoying a genuine building boom.
are
buildings
Twenty substantial
of construction,
now in progress
among which is a 135.000 school,
.sixty thousand dollars has been voted for a new courthouse.
I.IXGEIUXG COLD.
Treatment Rut
WlthxKKHl Oilier
Quickly Cured by t'liainbrrluln'a
Cough Remedy.
"Last winter I caught a very se
vere cold which lingered for weeks,"
says J. Vruuhart. of Zephyr, Onta
"My cough was very dry and
rio.
haish. The local dealer recommend
Cough
Remedy
ed Chamberlain's
and guaranteed It, so 1 gave it a
trial. One small bottle of it cured
me.
I believe Chamberlain's Cough
llemedy to be the best I have ever
used." This remedy is lor sale cy
u'l drueelue,
. a. LI

VV

-

PERSONAL PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Organ
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES ANC WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low as $1
and as high as $200. Loans an
private
quickly made and strictly
Tim: One month to one year glree
possession
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call an'
see 'us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bids
$0$H West Railroad Ave.

Furniture,

On

PRIVATE!

Pianos,

OFFXCB&

m

'

m

and

SALESMEN

FOUND

Gar-nett-

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

Children Like

It

A

REM ESTATE BARGAINS
FOR SALE.
York nvenue

4 room alto lie, iron roof, lot
Uux-lOO-

,

newr
5 room

.Mountain road,
house, 3rd

car lino

ward

ifim-ii- t

2,500
1,&00

corner

1,500

Throe room brick, Fourth
1,400
ward
Ono of the swell est resi7,500
dences) In town
Six room
brick, modern,
3,250
close In
Seven room brick, mod-

ern
Ranches from two to 200
acre.
Tiots In all parts of town.
alfalfa rnnch within a few blocks of the
Mtroet car lino
alfalfa ranch five
miles) north of town $65
per acre.

by
Mrs.
Honry
Recommended
Symes, to develop the bust from 4
to
inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the
true Galega Extract. Is perfectly
hai mless.
The Vaucalre Formula Is a general
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by

Highland Pharmacy and Al
varado Pharmacy

86.

DK. It. L. IIUST
Physician and Surgeon
Rooms 6 A 7. N. T. Armljo Building.
IU. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
rhyskinn and Surgeon.
Highland offlce. 610 South Walter
street. Phone 1080.
DRS. I1ROXSOX A BKONSON
Homeopathic Physicians
and Surgeons. Over Venn's Pmg Store.
Phone, Office and He., 628.

BAMBROOK BROS.
BBS.
1H John Rtr,
Saddle horses a aneclaltv.
drivers In the city. Proprietors
"Sadie," the picnlo wage.

Phone

3,500

30-ac- re

4,500

00-ac-

Meat, Poultry and Fish

211

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

A Good l iniment.
right.
When you neej a good reliable
try Chamberlain's
liniment
Pain
Halm. It has no superior for sprains
and swellings. A piece of flannel
sllghtened
dampened
with
Pain Standard P.iiinblng & Heating Co
halm Is Kuperior to a plaster for
lame back or pains in the side or
chest. It also relieves rheumatic
pains and makes sleep and rest pos- WANTED ? You can get It through
sible. For sale by alt drmrit)'.
this column.

te

BEST TOURNOUT3 IN THE CITT4
Second Street, between Railroad aa
Copper Avenue.

Thos. F. Keleher

IRA M. BOND
DEYOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square FtwsV
Attorney at Law.
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights,
Stop Leaks, Lasta Fife Years.
'
Caveats,
Patents, Trade
T
Marks, Claims.
408 Wett Railroad Avenue
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.
Irf-tt-

JAP-A-LA-

TIIOS. K. D. MADDISON

O.

'

TOT! A OR A Of

INSURANCE

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llqom-- a
and Cigars. Place your orders Ce
this line with us.
tll-tll-l- 7
NORTH TH .D wr

B. fA. SLEYSTER

THIRD BTilEET

Attorney-at-La-

Offlce with W. B. Childers,
117 West Gold Avenue.

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone ISA.
E. WALKER
Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Bnlldlng Association
217 West Central Avenue.
A.

PHOTOGRAPHY

100-acr-

If You Want A

Centralt Tel. 828

MIIvLINERY
Up-to-Da-

--

h

W.

Don't Forget The

Real Estate and Loans. Notary
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.

--

WITH

R, W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Lsm.
Office, First National Bank Building, ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL
Aliibqucrque, N. M.
THE OLDEST MTLL IN THE CITY.
E. W. DOBSON
wnen in need oi sasti, door, frame
etc Screen work a specialty. 4
Attorney at Law.
South First street. Telephone 40S.
Office Cromwell Block,
Alubquerque. X. M.

A. MONTOYA

BARGAINS IX REAL ESTATE
4- - room
brick, modern. 9 2,150
11 room brick modern 10.000
5- rooni frame, modern 2,200
room brick, modern 3,200
frame, modern 3,500
brick storeroom
3,000
size 25x60
1
store building, good
7,500
location
e
ranch, under
6,400
dllih
Host Paying hotel biui- In city, cash.... 1,800

&

SCHWARTZMAN

Styles
AT LOW PRICES

LAWYERS

FOR RKXT.
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
Money to loan In sums to suit.

CXXIOOOOCXXXXXCIOOCXXXXXXXICXO

n.

LADIES' TAILORING
DR. J. E. KRAFT
And
DRESSMAKINC
Dental Surgery.
Ml B8 CRANE
Rooms a and 3, llnrnett Building,
Over O'ltlelly's Drag store.
Appointments made by mail.
VY. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Phone 744.
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLE 3.
Olllco hours, 0 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Horses
and Mules Bought and
by
AnrKrintineints made
mall.
300 West Central Ave.
Phone 450.
changed.

2,000

frame, corner lot,
1,100
3rd ward
8 room frame, 2 lots, close
3,000
In
5 room brick, modern, cor2,050
ner lot, 2nd wnrd
5 room frame, 4th ward,

4 room

M. L. SCHUTT

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

TcloplMHic,

CARDS

Highland Livery

DENTISTS

salesman of ability to
represent us exclusively in Arizona
New
with our large
Mexico
and
and first clans line of calendars,
drugadvertising speciatles and
219 South 2nd Street
gists labels and boxes during
1908. Must be ready to commence CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
work on January 2, when samples
will be ready. Our line is so complete that every business concern
In each and every town and city
(large or small) can be successfully solicited. Our goods are first
class and priced right. Our company was organized In 1862 and is
favorably ' known
well
and
throughout the country.
Capitalized for $200,000, commission 20
per cent and 25 per cent. A man
of ability and willing to work
steadily can make from
$50 to
onlj
$100 per week. Good man
wanted. Enclose this advertiseAdment with your application.
dress Sales Manager, Merchants
Publishing Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
WANTED Capable salesman to cov
er New Mexico with staple line.
High commissions, with $100.00
monthly advance. Permanent position to right man. Jess II. Smith
Co., Detroit. Mich;
WANTED Agents, canvassers, mall
order men to sell patent folding
pocket umbrella; greatest serviceable novelty ever put on the market. Improved Umbrella Co., 251
39th street, Brooklyn. N. Y.

WANTED

W. M. SIIKIUDAX, M. D.
Homeopiitlilo Physician and Surgeon
Occidental lite Building.

Open Kvenlncs.

Six room house. West New

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

30-ac- re

Pair of gold spectacles In
J. Schroeder, Fort Colling, Colo.: D, FOUND
the Elks 'opera house the prim,
W. Pollock, Kansas City; A. H.
Ownrose Minstrel performance.
Estancla; A. S. Smith, Denver;
can have same by identifying
er
ana
m
n.
wire, uonien;
si.
wooci
and paying for this ad. At the
Wlshbreen, Bernalillo; J. Loebeek
Citizen office.
Las Vegas; J. F. Gibbons, Wichita,
Kan.: A. L. Sailors Kansas itv: H
When the Stomach, Heart, or Kid
Straus. A. W. West, J. Fisher, Fort ney nerves get weak, then these organs always fall. Don't drug the
Collins.
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That is simply a make
Grand Central.
Dougherty.
Vegas:
HaD.
Las
Jas
shift. (Jet a prescription known to
M.
Druggists
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Vegas;
Las
Waters,
J.
Tor
zis.
rance; H. Haines, Fort Worth, Tex.; Restorative. The Restorative Is pre
(
v. u. nice, Las ruces.
pared expressly for these weak Inside nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
build them up with Dr. Shoop's ReCraige.
tablets or liquid and see
L. B. Moody. Las Vegas: E. Mc storative
Free
Queen Gray. Carlsbad:
I. Sparks how quickly help will come.
sample
test
sent on reque-- t by Dr.
Santa Fe.
Snoop, Racine,
Is.
henltn
lour
Is surely worth this simple test. Sold
Savoy.
F. A. Bryarly. Brooklyn: C. Bet by all dealers.
fon, San Marclal; B. B. ltomig, San
STAGE TO JF.MFZ. I.FAVF.S 211
aiarciai; jura, i'. c. McKensle. New
Orleans, La.; W. P. Whitson, La WIXT GOLD EVKKY MORXIXG AT
Junta, Colo.; L. P. Jackson, San 5 O'CLOCK.
o
Marclal.
Take some reliable and safe
like KODOL for Dyspepsia.
ufvimi nttie Karly Risers are
known
the best pills made. Sold by J. 11. KoDOL is the best remedy
today
heart burn, belching and
for
u lueny.
all troubles arising from a disordered
digestion. It is pleasant to take
SILVER
ITY PIOXEKR
Sold
afford." relief promptly.
DEAD AT AUSTIN, TEX and
by J. H. O Rielly.
Caol. William Milhy Was One of the
Jtcwl Old 1 liner in the
IVrritory.
5
Silver City. N. M., November
William Mllby.
one
of
the
pioneer citizens of Silver City but of
iaie years a resiuent of Austin, Tex
died at his home In that city last
week, aged 68. Capt. Milhy was a
i wilier ui air.
isuiiari, arter w hon
uullard street is named and he was
one of the first citizens in Silver
city, ah the old settlers of this re
gion will remember Capt. Mllby and
wan leaxn or ms ueatn with keen re
Relieves Colds by working them out
gret.
of the system through a copious and
A Reliable Remedy tor rn.nn
healthy action of the bowels.
With the dry, cold weather of the
Relieves coughs by cleansing tho
early winter months, parents of crou
py children should be on the alert mucous membranes of the throat, chest
for ominous symtoms. There Is no and bronchial tubes.
cause for anxiety. however. when
Chamberlain's Cough Itemedy Is kept
"A pteasant to the taste
in me nome.
ir mis medicine
at Maple Sugar"
given as soon as child becomes
noarse or even after the crounv
cough has appeared, the attack may
oa warned on. Mrs. S. Roslnthal, o
WEAK MONEYS Try
For BACKACHE
Turner. Michigan, says: "We have
used Chamberlains Cough medicine DeWltU Kldnej and B!addr Plllt-S- uri
mi Safi
for ourselves and children for several
years and like it very much. I think
THE J,H. O'filELLY CO.
it is the only remedy for croup and
can Mgniy recommend It.
For sal Corner Second Street and Central
by all drurglsts.
avenue.
e

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

FOR RENT

LOST

Sturges.

Kun-Jiln-

BUILDING BOOM IS

1

THEY REACH MORE . PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

--

)xfords,

PAGE SEVEJf.

CLASSIFIED ADSj

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

T

CIYIZEN.

BUTTES

MINE SHUTS

The Griffith
Hypnotic

EVENING

ALBUCjOKUQUE

107.

PHOTOGRAPHY Kodak films developed and .printed on velox paper.
Reasonable prices. Send for
price ' lift. ' Homer Howry, 40$
Carondelet St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Meat Market
Kinds of Fresh and bait
Steam ausatre Factory.
EMIL KXJENWORT
Masonlo Building. North TUI-- d

AD

fSMfy

v

tr

lip

com

AVE.

MISCELLANEOUS
WILLIAM WALLACE

M'CLELLAN

new and
FTTRXisnERS.
norsE
Justice of the Peace, Precinct
SEOOXDILAXD.
WE BUY HOUHH-HO- IJ
No. 12. Notary Public
GOODS, 214 W. GOLD AVIS.
Collections,
G. X1RJSEX, MANAGER.
ornce 224 Xorth Second Street.
723
Xorth Fourth Street, Cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Residence
Alubquerque, N. M.

HOME

BORDERS,

jj
rXDEKTAKFIt.

Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping

F. W. SPEXCEH
Architect.
1221 South Walter.
Phone 553.

A. J. MORRL.pi

Merchant Tailor

OUTFITTERS

M

DAVIS & Z EARING

308

W. Gold Avo.

kXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits

HAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPODIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors oppo103 North First Straot
site the Alvarado and next door tu
St urges' cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do halv
Is
guaranteed
on
a
KODOL
offered
treat corns, bunions and inplan for the relief of heart burn, dressing,
She gives massage
nails.
flatulence, sour stomach, belching of growing
manicuring.
Mrs.
gas, nausea, and all stomach trou- treatment and
Bambini's own preparation of combles. It digests what you eat. It will plexion
up
cream
skin
and
bu.lds
the
make you healthy. Sold by J. II. Improves tbs complexion,
and ts
O'Rlelly.
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Massage treatment by vibrator
LUNCS hair.
CURE
For any blemish of the
machines.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
CLEANED. PRESSED

and

REPAIRED

KILLthi COUCH

in

w

the

Dr. King's

Now Discovery
fob

CWSP jSSs.

A?i5 Al . THRGfT AK9UJK'G TROUBLFS.

GUARANTIED 8ATISFACX0.Uk

Card signs, "Roams wr Rent"
"Board." etc.. for sals at tbs offlce oi
The Evening Citizen.
o

Appendicitis
Is due in a iurge measure to abusu
of the bowel', by employing drastic
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
tafe, gentle cleansers and invlgora-tor- s.
Guaranteed to cure headache,
biliousness, malaria and Jaundice, at
all drug stores.
25c.

EVENING ' UITIZEI7.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.
Tit IWl MB WW w

PlH-

-

TV

CO! KMILKJiiuAK.

Buy a Pair of Our Felt Shoes or Slippers

and be prepared for the cold weather
which is sure to come.
They look neat, keep your feet warm,
wear well and are YLfiT StASUMSLt i HICt.

J

111

r

m

F

k HMTSl
JUST RECEIVED

T

1
5

v'C

1"

I

8
p

Order Work
Specialty.

Jg

I

Miss Lutz,

OOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXX

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North First St.

All Kinds at Indian and Mexican Good, s'ba Cbaapast
Plata to buy Navajo Blanktts and Mtxlcan Drawn Work
Mall Or Clara Carefully and Promptly Flllod.
"
Til

"

IH

I

fllilll

MMMIIMI

I II

HIM1IIII llil

mini.
Diamond-- ,

iillMI

IMIHlMMIIHIMl

II HI III

Mill

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Wntrlii's, Jewelry, Cut (ibis-- . Clocks, Silvemuru.
Invite your trade anil putirnnteo A Square Deal.
r.

8

Hi

.U

S
-

c

E. Anderson

&

no sour: I

Perry,

'

YOU'LL look like

South
Second

prosperity if we can
get you to wear our
clothes; such
clothes increase your

COUNTY

DISTRICT

f

tt

self-respe-

'tal!:l.

-

Charles A. Peterson, of East Las
Vegas, Is transacting business In the
city today.
J. Lobeck. proprietor of one of the
principal saloons In Las Vegas, is In
the city on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Lavelle left th'a
mornig for Qu'ncy, III., on a visit
to relatives of Mrs. Lav lie.
L. O. Rosenfleld leaves tomorrow
for a visit to the claims of the Alvarado Mining company in Coyote
canyon.
Officer Joseph Salazar has returned to Albuquerque after a week's absence in Magdalena. He will go to
Madrid Thursday.
Iaslc liarth, district attorney and
one of the prominent men of northern Arizona, Is in the city visiting
relatives und attending to business.
Mr. W. K. Etter Is In the city
friends.
from Las Vegas visiting
Within a few days Mrs. Eetter will
Join Superintendent Etter at Arkansas City, Can.
Air. and Mrs. M. H. Wood are In
the city from Golden, N. M., Mrs.
Woods for the purpose of visiting and
shopping and Mr. Woods to attend
to business.
Father Fuszy, a young priest from
St. Louis, has arrived in Albuquerque and contemplates remaining here
all winter for the benefit of his
health.
Miss "Essie Gottlieb, who has been
the guest of .Mrs. IThlfelder, of 420
West Marquette avenue, slneo
last
spring, expects to have .Sunday for
her home at Pine Bluff. Ark.
W. (J. McCrnden has resigned as
cashier of the Morahhi-McGaft'e- y
Company bank at Tiiorcau, and
a.
with Gium-felOf
Hies., w iiokvale dry goods hon.-this city.
,. ..f St.
.1.
U Te.is.iale and
luitt
I.o'l'
u:! id f lit ti

SNAPS
List of Odds and

Ends We Wish
to Clean Up.

I

Hart Schaffner

Unl-ersl-

THE WAGNER
Plumbers
Tinner
The
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Six 'l.r-;'"close In" lots In Grant
Tract, city waver, etc. StoO to S200
each.
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Prepare For The Winter.
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We Also Hava an Assortment of Sliest Iron & Tent Steves Wiiicti We Otfur
If you wish telephone your ad- and we will call
dn"iour oilb-ONE ERROR COS! TUCSON
with an automobile and show you
No. S99.
Telephone
around.
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GO,

LLLin

Wc Iinve a
lot of
Holid pack eastern
tomatoes,
boujjlit at a lmi'suln. Tlics?
wo
2i'f tabic tomatoes
will
CANS
Hose out at Tl!i:i:i-FOU 50c.

Six beautiful "close In' 'residence
lots Jn Petr i Add'tlon, including two
corners, $."u to $273 each.

MAJESTIC

321-32-

HARDWARE

ments in stoves. All the best features of all ether makes have
been incorporated in this one, and objectional features eliminated. As a result, the MAJESTIC probably stands nearer the
line of perfection than
itv.
any other range. It
lki .

n

Twelve choice 50 foot lots in
Addition from $150 to $200 each.

Marx

SIMON STERN

Tomatoes

ly

ts"

ct,

$20.00 to $28.00

Pal Flnto Wells Mineral Water,
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your
grocer for it.
Ten tracts of garden truck and orchard lands of from 5 to 20 acres
Rpt scribe for Tho Citizen and get
each under good ditches. Mile and the news.
a half from city, only "0 to $00 per
acre. Similar land elsewhere In the
territory is selling at from 125 to ryxxoocoooooooooo
K225 per acre.
Twenty choice 50 foot lots In
Heights from $;15 to $100 each.

1907 by

Copyright

Xovv is the time to get your Christmas presents ready. You very likely will make some knit slippers and
In that case we want to supply you
with the necessary lamb's wool shoes.
We have them In all sizes for men.
women and children, and the prices
run from 20 to 35 cents. C. May's'
Shoe Store. 314 West Central avenue,

d

..M"p.:ny.
Wad'.;,
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COURT

the Jury, after extended deliberation,
returned a verdict in favor of the
plaintiff, granting him $BU0 instead
of the $3,000 sued for. The first defendant, M. Mandell.. was dismissed
from the case in the early part of
the triul.
Suit to CYillert Note.
Gallegos
The case of Donaclano
vs. Maurlclo Ortlsi, C. B. de
Ortiz
and- Mnrcelino Baca, an action fnr
the collection of a note for $100
made by the defendant Maurlclo Ortiz on January 24, 1903, is now on
trial. F. H. Lester Is the attorney
for the plaintiff
and Klock and
Owen appear for the defendants. The
Is
endeavoring to show that
defense
the note has been paid.
Suit for 710.
The next case to be tried in the
district court Is that of George
Craig, trustee of Esquipula Romero
bankrupt, vs. B. Iifeld and Bro. The
action is for the recovery of $710,
alleged to be unlawfully retained by
the defendants from the assets of
the estate and so retained to the
Jeopardy of the Interests of the other
creditor. McMillin and Raynolds are
the attorneys for the plaintiffs and
N. B. Field will appear for the

!

be

t )
e.'.--l

r1

f

it

v

business value to yourself and associates.
They increase your
too; you'll
find that the knowledge that you're wearing all wool, when your
friends are wearing
part cotton, will be
worth something to
you.
If we get these clothes
on you we'll be doing
you a favor.

In the cae of Donaclano Gallegos
vs. Michial Mandril, E. M. Sandoval
and O. P. Hovey, the trial of which
was completed yesterday afternoon,

i

Co. of Chicago will be with us Nov. 4th and
5th to take orders fcr suits and overcoat.. Mr.
Mim will have a complete liiv; of samjV.e.
We ask all in n;ed of "clothing to call and ia- spect this line. Workmanship absolutely pet feet,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

G. G.

BERNALILLO

-

.

IIO

Hart, Shaffner &

i

1

Prosperous

Marx

the city from

Is In

ii
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.

Mr. Mim representing A.

WATCH REPAIRING

ping.

s

I

r.HE

Mrs. J. J. White Is a Ios Lunas
visitor In the city.
Solomon Lund, of Iau Cruces, Is
registered at the Alvarado.
W. B. Bice, of Ias Cruces, Is registered at the Urand Central.
J. II. Garden, the capitalist, returned today from a business trip east.
Miss May Jacobs, of Silver City,
Is In Albuquerque visiting and shop-

to $1.50

LINE

Pradt.

Gen. H

Laguna.

65c

$1.2.1

JEWELER

titMiftttttttttt

U-

KHt Slipper-- , felt Holes
Wonicii"
KHt Juliets fur trlnniHMl, Mack, red,
green or brown

EVERY THING
IN THE JEWELRY LINE

COB

t

82.00
Men' fYtt Klinm, Imtlter fattil. ItNitJitv nolo
$2.50
Glen's High Top. Felt SIimh, felt solo
:t.50
High Top IVlt Shoe, leather wrtoa
Kxtra. flni' Rfm1
7.V:
Men's Ft'H SllpMTs, foil so - !
$I.H.$1.25
to
Women's Krtt Shoe, lrwtlicr
s

Tllli

Lkiisb Grinding Done on Premises

::

C1TIZKN?

Owing to tho fact tlint even
the bent carrier boys The Citizen In flbl to secure will now
and then full to deliver your paper and also owing to tho fact
that your neighbor mny now
and then unthinkingly appropriate The Citizen left at your
dour nnd forct to return It,
this paper has arranKed with
company
the l'nRtal
to deliver yru an extra eopy In
the event that yours falls to
rearh you. There Is no additional expense to you.
If your paper does not reach you by regular carrier call up the Postal
company
Telegraph
PHONK
NLMUICH 36 and tell them. A
messenger boy will BUpply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can also keep
track of the "micses' of our
t own
carriers and you can get
4 your paper rain or shine.
KKMKMP.KK THE NUMBER
'
PHONE 86.

FELT SHOES and SLIPPERS

AVonM-n'-

iOU

CiKT

10 South Second St.

It

Looking

exclusive Opticians

1

iik7.

b.

1

Qlassea Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

PA K AO 11 APIIR

NovKMnn:

i

When you delre Absolute
Comfort In Properly fitted

PERSONAL
DO

tiksday.

-

to

10

$13

.

1
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Any Man in
This Town
Has a reasonable doubt that Stein-Bloc- h
Smart Clothes will not better his looks,
we are ready for that man. In Stein-Bloc- h
we have a good thing for you, and we
want it believed. These clothes are so
well made and are full of so much style
that they will make an instant impression
on any man. We want the doubter.
Suits and Overcoats $18 and upwards
Other Good Business Suits $W, $I2&.$1G

Surety Investment C.
.lbuu.ii'ro.iio IjiiiiI Co.
J.iinil ninl Investment Co.
Neither Team Sri-- I for
uiiiiiiuitUu Attt
I utvcriiy llcilils Improvement
C.aino Was Won liy I'lioc.
l)W in llli" Mulli A Her Two
r.
SKMiFHS.
Manlie
1. Ii. II.
.Men Were Out.
THE TIME
looms 9 and 11, Cromwell inciu"asin; in
t:lke
v.i.ri: stkadK Mf
The most sensational game of basePu'lI ling. over K. I.. WashII. Y. 15 TO 20 I'lLIt CKNT.
ball In the annals of baseball In Arl-ii- n
burn & Co. 'a ?tore.
i
NIKI-:HAVK
III
KIVi:
lHl.lvKS L
was played in 1'lioenix Sunday
and lost by Tucson by tne only error
wn.i,
low Kit I'liicis (3
made by that team in the game.
I ll W TIIKY CAN UK UOCfHlT AI
the
.Neither team scored during
i
W1IOM.SAI.K.
first inniiiB. Tucsun was lo bat lir.st
vann ai:vi:i.i!V co.
and made the tlr.st blot on the score
Kioiy.
One Itoor Suiili of lrug
board by putting one counter across
the plate in the first half of the
MtMMfMMMItMIMM
ninth. The Hist two men up for
i'hoenlx In the ninth went down in
order and things looked oasy, when
the proper swing sent one past short
for two bases. A bunt sent the man
to third and a ball knocked to the
pitcher and on being fielded, muffed
by the catcher, cost two scores, and
won the game.
This gave both games played at
I'hoenlx to the I'hoenlx team. The
WIn now luive a full line- of
Albuquerque boys playing with Tucson did not figure to any great
CANNKD C.tHM)S
MONAltCII
f
In either game.
Tho Arizona
ALSO DKSI'.IIT llltM
fair tournament will begin on . the
AND I'AIACK
t'AIt
S
11th of the month.
IJHAND.
Kjtvft money by buying of
J
iMM'rolt C. II. iO'NKIt,
IIIVMC1W AN II
Till: CHAMPION C.UOOKltY

ALL

sin, at

li

CHAMPION

i Qrocery

i

Q!llPany

de-K!- e.

Al.li

hl'll(i),IHSKASKN

tll

NO
(IIMt(.l:
I.TATION.
III H,IIV(i,
AND 35.

SI! N. T. AltMI.ll
TKU:illONK 055
0

A

WANT AD Cost rmt
few centi
few Itnea in The ClUieu will
-- lat Uicjj. "t.

but

COM PAN V

CritAlll.ll

IKKAlll.
CONS!

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

mry

., niiiiniinn inr rnniinn

--

OSTI-XU.TII-

at Rsascnatla Prices

Brow,
Mntttaooi
Jri rietnrw
1
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W. TIJora

Phomm
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Full 2,000 Poundis

In every ton of coal leaving our , yard, and
have always made this guarantee. Tne fol- -

years in both our daily papers.

2,QOO Pounds Guaranteed or a Present Made
of the Goal.

We defy any individual, Arm or corporation
to truthfully say that short weight was ever
given to any ot our customers.
IV

Handle the BEST GallupJCoal,

Amer-

ican Block, Crested Butte Anthracite, Furnace, Stove and Nut. Also Mill Wood,
Mountain Wood, Kindling and Coke.

JOHN 3.

BEAVEN

502 Southt

Firt

8

